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CHAPTER I
TEE PROBLEM AND THE DEFIHITICflS 0? TEHW3 USED
Geography or "earth description" is a very old branch of
learning although it differs greatly from that of Strabo,
Ptolemy, and that of the early twentieth oentiiry* Geography
has become exclusively neither a natural nor a social science*
In any regional study geography must deal with (1) the natural
landscape in its pristine condition (physical geography); and
(2) the cultural landscape (human geography)* It is the inter-
relationship of theso two, physical geography, and cultural or
human geography, that should be the real study of the geogra-
pher*
1. The Problem
Statement of the problem * It was the purpose of this study
(1) to divide Quebeo into physiographic provinces; (2) to des-
cribe the important physiographic features of these provinces;
and (3) to study the adjustment of man to these physiographic
features*
Importance of the study * The geography of Quebeo has come
1
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2mainly from historians, economists, and sociologists •**- Kaoh
has tended to emphasise his own field of study, so the geogra-
phy has been incomplete and unbalanced. The first attempt to
modernise the geography of a Canadian Provinoo was that of
g
Sutherland in 1922. His book. The Province of -ufibec
.
while
being an improvement over previous geographies, gives a geologic
and social study of Quebec, not a geographical study. Later
geographic studies fall to give an adequate treatment of the
geography of the Provlnoe from a geographic viewpoint.
In this study, an attempt was made to lay a foundation for
the study of geography in Quebec. This consisted of a physio-
graphical basis upon which all human geography must rest. Thus
the geography of the Province is made not a social science, nor
a natural science, but a geographic science.
Methods of Procedure . The United States ecological Survey
Bibliographies of Borth American Geology were searched for all
literature that treated with the physiography of Quebec. From
such datf* as was available, additional sources not in the bib-
liographies, personal observation in limited areas, and corres-
pondence with the Quebec Bureau of Mines, Quebec was divided
into four physiographic provinces. A study was then made of the
* W. L. G. Joerg, "The Geography of Horth America; A History
of Its Regional Exposition,’’ Geog. Rev., 26:643, 1936.
2 J. C. Sutherland, The Province off Quebec . 1922, p. vi.
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3adjustment of man to this environment in each of these four
provinces. This involved the use of whatevor data dealt with
the subject, and the application of those geographic principles
which would apply to the region under consideration.
2. Definitions of Toros Used.
Physiography . Physiography is the study of the throe major
physical divisions of the globe: land, atmosphere, and water.
The study of the land is geomorphology, of the atmosphere is
meteorology and climatology, and of the water is hydrography.
Physiography thus represents the overlap between geology and
geography, for in its study of processes, laws, and principles,
it is a branch of geology, but in its areal phase it is a branch
of geography. Physiography should not be confused with physloal
geography, because the idea of the interrelationship between
man and the physical environment is not a part of physiography.
Human geography. Human geography is the study of the cul-
tural surface of the earth. Principal attention is given to
the man made features of a region while minimising the physical
aspects. It differs from Hat2el *s anthropogeography (human be-
ing geography), for Ratsel stressed the environmental influence
upon man, while modem human geography stresses the adjustment
of man to his environment.
..
* ...
.
-
»
45m Organization of Remainder of Thesis.
The remainder of the thesis is divided into two parts.
Part I deals with the three divisions of physiography (land,
atmosphere, and water) while Part II deals with man's adjust*
ment to his physical environment, that is, human geography.
Part I is the more intensive study, for it is the basis upon
which Part II rests, and upon whloh more detailed investiga-
tions can be made.
.
ISHYSIOGIUPHY
—
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CHAPTSH II
oaaKOHPHOLOGY 09 the physiographic provinces
Any largo area Which includes diverse conditions oust he
subdivided for the purposes of study* 'Big basis of subdivision
will depend upon the condition to bo studied* There are many
conditions which are studied, each one, such as climate, soils,
and natural vegetation, with divisions of its own* Tho best
natural division for the geographer is probably that baaed upon
relief or topography* Here the geographic conditions are fairly
uniform for areas with similar relief* The boundaries are gen-
erally well defined and easy to delimit* They aro permanent as
far as human existence is concerned* They are natural, and not
artificial, boundaries*
In the following study Quebec is divided into four physio-
graphic provinces each being topographically different from the
others* The topographic differences have restated from differ-
ent geomorphio histories* Many seemingly unimportant events of
the past have resulted in features of great importance to us
today* Igneous intrusion® have given us valuable mineral© in
western Quebec, fstating has given a southern boundary to th©
inhospitable Laurentlan Upland, while the debris laden waters
from the continental glacier have provided sand and gravel for
buildings and roads*
6
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1* Laurentian Upland*
7
I The Laurentian Upland ooverB about fourteen-fifteenths of
the 594 f 534 square miles of the I^rovino© of Quebec
1
and is part
of the vast Pre-Cambrian Shield which extends over some 2 , 000,009
square miles of the Dominion of Canada. A synonymous name for
the Upland Is Plateau, but as the area as a whole exhibits few
plateau-like features. It should more properly be called an Up-
land. Some of the oldest rooks of the world are here, whloh
makes the geologic history difficult to decipher, for much of
the geologic history has been lost for ever.
Boundaries . The boundary of the Laurentian Upland will be
delimited from Cape Wolstenholme, in the extreme north of Ungava
Peninsula, in a counterclockwise direction. From Cape wolsten-
holme to Cape Jones the boundary is the eastern shoreline of
Hudson Bay. The coastal highland, which rises 1500 feet above
sea level at Cap© Wolstenfcolme decreases in elevation southwards
p
to 600 feet above sea level at Cape Smith. Between Cape Smith
and Portland Promontory the coast is low, being only about 500
feet above sea level. 3 From Portland Promontory to Cape Jones
1 Statistical Year Book, .juebec, 1939 . Dept, of Itonioipal
\ p Iffairs, "tfrads end’ doia^rce, Quebec, 1940., p. 39.* Harold Caswell Cooke, "Studies of the Pfeys iogruphy of tho
Canadian Shield. II. Glacial Depression and Post-Glacial up-
lift,” Royal Soo. Canada Prop, and Trans .. 3d ser. ,24:59,1930.3 Ibid** p. 58.
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8the coastal highlands rise 1,000 to 2 t000 foot above sea level.
The boundary swings 100 miles inland, and then follows roughly
parallel to the coast of James Bay. until it crosses the intor-
provinoial boundary*
6
The Upland continues into Ontario but it
is terminated in Quebec by the interprovinoial boundary which
rune as a surveyor’s line from James Bay to Lake Timiskamlng.
The interprovinoial boundary, from Lake Tlmiokaning southwards,
follows the Ottawa River almost to Montreal, but the river
leaves the Upland at Hattawa and flows south of it. Prom Mat-
tswa to Mansfield the boundary lice close to, or a few miles
*
north of, the Ottawa ftver along the Coulonge normal fault.'
The southern border of tho Upland, from Mansfield to Fort
*
C otxloneo, lies about throe miles north of tho Ottawa River.
Prom Port Coulonge ooutheaet to Hull the boundary is marked by
the Laurent!an escarpment ich rises 800 to 1,000 feet above
8
the Lowland to the south. In local areas in southeastern
Quebec, owing to overlap of Champlain sediments along the Pre-
Oarabrian rocks of the Upland, there are areas which geologically
* S. M. Kindle, "The James Bay Coastal Plain,” Oeog. Rev.,
_ 15:227, 1925.
? Cooke, 19550, op. cit., p. 65.
® 0. M* Kay, "Wtawa-Honneohe r© Grabon," fabetroot) Pool . Roc.
„ America Bull *. 50:1916, 1939.
7 j. a. SetiyV ”Reconnaissance along the Coulonge and Black
Rivers Pontiac County,” Annual Report of the Quebec Bureau of
e Hines. 1932 . part D f p. W," •8 S. M. kindle and L. 3). Burling, "Structural Relations of the
Pre-Cambrian and faleOEOic Rocks North of the Ottawa and St.
Lawrence Valleys.” Canada Gool. survey. Museum Bull. no. 18.
1915, p. 13.
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99belong to tho Upland, but topographically to the Lowland*'
The Upland-Lowland border, which continues eastwards from
Hull, lies about four miles north of the Ottawa liver and is
marked by the Laurenti&n Plateau fault, which serves as the
10boundary as far as Quebec City* The escarpment almost roaches
the Ottawa River at Montebello write ro it again leaves the rivor
11
and goes Just south of Rawoliff© and Brownebury* The boundary
then extends to St* Jerome while locally the entire escarpment
from Montebello to St* Jerome is known as the Grenville escarp-
12
raent* The Laurentian Plateau fault, which has served as the
southern boundary from Hull, continue© northeast until it passes
into the St. Lawrence River below the Island of Orleans*13 At
Quebeo City the southern boundary of the Upland is marked by
Houndtop Mountain which rises 1,600 feet above sea level.14
The boundary continues east from Quebec City to Cape Tourmente
where the St. Lawrence, instead of the Lowland, becomes the
southern boundary*
From Cape Tourmento to Point© dee Monts the Upland rieee
as a bold escarpment 1,500 to 2,000 feet above the St. Lawrence
Q
M. S. /ilson, nAmprior-Quyon Area, Ontario and Quebec,"
..Canada Cfeol* Survey. Memoir 136. 1924. p* 7.
i7. Collet, and n. It. Field, "Paleozoic
Submarine Landslips near Quebec City." Jour. Oeol.. 36:688.
1926.
Preloigh Fits 0&borne, "The Chatham-Grenv111e Composite
Stock. Quebec." Boyal Soc* Canada Proc. and Trans*. 3d ser*.
28:49, 1934.
X| Wilson, 1924, op. clt *. p. 7.
j| Kindi© and BurTTngT~ffp * olt *. p* 18.
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River. In several places the Upland doo© not roach the river
but may lie sovoral railoa Inland. From Betaiamites to Uani-
couagan the Upland does not follow the St. Lawrence River but
lies five to ton miles from the shoreline, ° while from ilani-
couagan to GoAbout the Upland terminates at the shoreline of
the St. Lawrence River.^7
Bast of Pointe doo Monts the border follows the north
shore of the St. Lawronco River to the Labrador boundary. From
here the Upland boundary in Quebec follows the artificial
Labrador-Quebee boundary line. The first part is two surveyor
lines, the first going north, and the second west. The boundary
from here on is not known, for it follows the watershed of an
18
area that has poor drainage and that is unmapped. The north-
ernmost part of the Labra&or-Quebec boundary ends near Cape
Chidley, and from here on, the Upland is bounded by Ungava Bay,
and Hudson Strait, to Cape Wolstenholme.
The Lake St. John Lowland lies within the Upland, but as
it has a geomorphio history similar to the St. Lawrence Lowland,
16 Roderick Peattie, *The Isolation of the Lower St. Lawrence
r
Valley, M Geag. Rev *. 5:102, 1918.
Carl FaesoYer ,
,r$eolcgical exploration on the North Shore,
Beteiaraites (Bersirais) to Manicouagan,” Annual Report of the
Quebec Bureau of Mines. 193a. part 3), p. IIf,17 CarY FaessYer, Meoiogy of ike North Shore, Maniaouagan to
Godbout Annual Report of the Quebec Bureau of Mines. 1933.
part D,V IW"." ,TBSt. ‘“SS
At5 Patrick T. McGrath, "The Labrador Boundary Decision,’* Geog.
Rev.. 17:657, 1927.
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and also a similar topography. It will be discussed with the
St* Lawrence Lowland*
?re-Cambrian * The Pre-Cambrian refers to all the geologic
time before the Cambrian period* Because of lack of regular
usuage in terminology, the Pre-Cambrian will not be subdivided
into Eras and Periods*
Northern Quebec was a continental plateau of low relief
at the dawn of recorded geologic history* This plateau reached
from northern Quebec to Labrador, Hudson Bay, Baffin Island,
19
eastern Ctatario, and parts of New York and Vermont* The
rooks of this plateau have been greatly altered slnoe that time*
The oldest recognized rooks in the eastern part of the Pre-
Cambrian Shield aro probably tho Grenville series and its cor-
relatives *so Those rooks wore deposited as sediments of lime-
stone, sandstone, and muddy silt, which wore later converted
into crystalline limestone, quartzite, and gray paragnelss by
rook flowage and metamorphism* Those Grenville rocks are
now exposed at the surface in many areas in southwestern Que-
bec* Thile there is still doubt as to the exact age of the
Grenville series, recent studies place them as ore-volcanic,
19 Harold Caswell Cooke, "Some Stratigraphic and Structural
Features of the Pre-Cambrian of Northern Quebec,'* Jour *
-
Geol*, 27:377, 1919.
George §f. Bain#, "Correlatives of the Grenville Series,"
^
Geol* Soo* America Bull *. 49:1826, 1938*
21 h* Is. !kiker, w?fee Moor of the Paleozoic in Canada," Boyal
Soo* of Canada ?roc* and Trans *. 3d ser*, 38:17, 1939.
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or older than the voloanios to the west.22
In the western part of the Pre-Cambrian Shield, earlier,
contemporaneously, or later than the Grenville period, there
was a long time of volcanic extrusion© (the Keewatin period).
The general surface of the land was essentially flat, for the
23lava flows Issued from fissures upon a flat surface. There
were probably no high volcanic cones during the Keewatln per-
iod. The lava flows have long been regarded as submarine ex-
trusions, but they may have been formed subaerially. 2^ These
rooks may possibly be the oldest in the Canadian Shield.
The Keewatln period was brought to a close by a folding of
moderate intensity which is known as the Laurent!an Involu-
tion.2® During this orogenlc period the Laurentlan Mountains
were formed as a well developed southern system aoross the
Shield.27 ^s the mountains were being formed, and for a long
time afterwards, the region was subjected to peneplanatlon.
The eroded sediments were carried onto the low areas to the
north of the southern system, and these formed the Tlmiskamlng
£f Bain* , 1938, or>. olt., p. 1808.
Harold Caswell Cooke, "Studies of the Physiography of the
Canadian Shield. III. The Pre-Plioeone physiographies, as
inferred from the geologio record," Boyal soo. Canada Proc .
.
and Trans .. 3d ser., 25:159, 1931.
** Parol'd Caswell Cooke, "Land and Sea on the Canadian Shield
in Pre-Cambrian Time," Am. Jour. Soi . 5th ser., 26:430, 1933,
5® Cooke, 1931, op. clt .. p. 12&'.
of IM4., p. 160.
vOllin T. Chamberlain, "Shifting Orogenlc Belts of the
Canadian 3hield," Jour. Cool ., 45:679, 1937.
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sediments, and correlative formations in other regions.29
The Timiskaming period, which followed the Keewatln f thougfc
separated by the Laurontlan Revolution), was itself brought to
a close by a period of Intense activity, the Algoman Revolu-
tion. This revolution was marked by intense folding, and the
intrusion of numerous great granite batholiths, 29 which foroed
much of the Canadian Shield into high mountains. 30 Theso moun-
tains, whloh formed the Algoman Chain, were developed to the
north of the earlier Southern LaurentIans in the region of the
thick Timiskaming sediments. 3* The Algoman Revolution which
formed the Algoman Chain was probably one of the greatest moun-
32
tain building movements In North America.'
There was a long period of erosion after the Algoman Revo-
lution, possibly 200 million years, 33 during which a large area
greater than the present Canadian Shield was eroded almost to
34base level to form the Eparoheon peneplane.' This peneplane
is not a survival of the epl-Laurontlan peneplane, for it was
initiated in post-Algoman time, 33 nor is it the Laurontlan
parohean Peneplain," Pool. Soc. America
.,
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peneplane of rtlleon, 3® which "is a later feature resulting from
the partial exhumation of the Kparchean peneplane . ,,s7 This
Sparchean peneplane was later partly deformed into the labrador,
Belcher, and Penofcean ranges. 3®
The Huronian period followed the Algoraan Hevolution (the
end of the Arche tin Era), and the rooks lie for the most part on
<ZQ
the pensplaned surface of the folded Archean rooks* Peno-
planation was not complete until the Upper Huronian,40 this
41
peneplanation being that which formed the Eparohean peneplane*
The area was so completely peneplaned that only a little sub-
sidence sufficed to submerge an area bolow sea level and as a
result much of the Shield in the Upper Huronian (Animikie) was
covered with epicontinental seas.4® Shallow troughs occurred
along the south of present lake Superior,43 northern labrador,
44
and west of Hudson Bay.
The Keewenawan was the last period of the Pre-Cambrian*
Voloanlsm, accompanied with intrusions of diabase sills and
36 a* W. G. Wilson, "The Laurent ian Peneplain,”
11:614-669, 1903.
Lawson, op. cit., p. 1061.
38 Ibid.. p7l0E27
3* TOSEe, 1931, 0£. cit., p. 131.
Cooke, 1933, op. oTC., p. 436-463.
4* lawson, op. elt.,” 1060.
48 Cooke. lW.ffi. olt., p. 463.
*? Cooke, 1931, 0£. oTT. . p. 168.
Ibid*, p. 170.
Jour. Pool*.
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dike©,4 ** ooourred in the Luke Superior region and elsewhere. 4^
Following the volcanio aotivity there was folding with the In-
trusions of great granite hatholiths. This great revolution,
the Killamey, formed a series of three mountain ranges (1 )
the Penokean range went from the south shore of Lake Superior
to the southern end of Lake Tiraiskaming 5 ( 2 ) the Belcher range
ran north and south along the eastern side of Hudson Bay; and
(3) the Labrador range ran south-southeast from the western
47
side of Ungava Bay throu#i Lake Miohikaoau. These ranges
rose in former geoeynclines of deposition. Following this, the
Canadian Shield was subjected to erosion throughout most of its
/ft
area until the mid-Ordovician period and probably continuous-
ly since.
A study of the radioactive minerals In pegmatites indi-
cates that at least a billion years have elapsed since the
close of the Timlskamlng period and about 500 million years
slnoe the end of the Pre-Cambrian.49
Paleozoic Lra. The present distribution of the paleozoic
rocks in the Laurenti&n Upland is very limited. They occur at
Lakes T lsiskoming, Mistassini, and St. John, along the north
45
46
47
48
49
LO£. <ckLt
.
£Kamborigin, op. cit..
Loo. cit.
3Pd,7T>. m.
C00iT«, 1933, 0£. olt ..
p • 6 80 *
p* 428.
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16
shore of the St. Lawrence Elver in Charlevoix County, opposite
the iiingaa Islands, at the Labrador boundary, and In several
other very email areas These areas of Paleozoic rooks con-
tribute little to the topography of the Upland. The Lake
Timlskaming and Lake St. John areas fora local depressions, and
the locations of the rooks along the St. Lawrence Hiver hardly
have any noticeable effect on the topography. Although the
lake Tloiskamlng and Lake St. John areas are depressions, they
should more properly be considered as a part of the St. Lawrence
Lowland, for they are topographically similar and have had al-
most the same geomorphio history.
In the early '’aleozoic Era shallow seas encroached upon
the Canadian Shield, and these seas covered the margin of the
Upland from Ottawa to Labrador in the Cambrian period. By the
Ordovician period the margins of the Upland had sunk lower and
the seas had encroached farther, for Ordovician rooks are now
61found at Lake Timlskaming and Lake St. John, although the
seas my have extended farther north. The east coast of Endson
Bay and Ungava Peninsula were also submerged. As the land rose
during the Silurian period, the seas withdrew from the east
coast of Hudson Bay, though they still covered the northern
Ceologioal Map of the New Quebec Territory, Quebec Depart-
raent of Mines . 1929, scale 55 miles to the InoK*
' '
Bertrand' f • 3enie, "Northwest part of the Lao-Saint-Jean
region." annual Report of the Quebec Bureau of Mines. 1933.
pert a* p.
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part of Ungava Peninsula and the southeastern margin of the T7p-
land. The seas withdrew father in the Devonian period until
only the southeast margin of the Upland was the scene of de-
position* Since then the Upland has been above sea level for
almost all post-Devonian time, and for almost the entire area
of the present Upland*
Although Paleozoic rooks aro found along the margins of
the Upland, and at several places in the interior, there is no
evidence as to how ranch was actually covered by the Paloozoio
seas* They may have covered ranch of the Upland but have been
62
subsequently removed by erosion* While more of the Upland
was covered by Paleozoic rooks than the present distribution
of rooks would indicate, there was probably never any direct
connection between Hudson Bay and the Montreal-Quebec area* 55
In the late Paleozoic Era the Upland was a land area sub-
jected to the forces of subaerial erosion* In the Lake St*
John area, and along the present Upland-St. Lawronce Lowland
border, there was faulting in post-Ordovician time,
5
* this
faulting being responsible for the steep southern escarpment
along the Laurentian Plateau fault*55 It Is not known when the
faulting in these two areas began nor when they ended, but they
5® Kin&l© and Burling, op. oit *. pp* 22-23*
& Coots, 1931, 0£. oit., pTT63.
Denis, 1034, op. oli *
.
p. 69*
Kindis and Burling, 0£* oit *. p* 23*
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may have been Initiated in the late Paleozoic Era.
Hesosolc Era . During the Mesozoic Era the Upland was sub-
jected to a long period of ©roeion eo that by the Cretaceous
period a peneplane, (the Cretaceous peneplan© ) was well devel-
oped* This peneplan© my possibly be correlated with the
56
School©y peneplan© of the Appalachians* Probably the only
remnants of the Cretaoeous peneplane In the Upland are the
Swinging, Abjenio, and Keohka Rills in the Rouyn district*
In the late Cretaoeous period the Upland was uplifted 500 to
600 feet above sea level*^8 With an increase in gradient the
stream once again began the process of peneplanatlon on the
upraised Cretaceous peneplane*
Cenogolo Era. Erosion continued throughout the Canadian
Shield during the whole Tertiary period and late into the
Pliocene * * Peneplanatlon carved a new peneplane out of the
uplifted Cretaceous peneplane to form a new Pliocene surface
which was uplifted itself about 600 feet during the late
Pliocene, this uplift occurring long before the glacial
1,0 Wallace Walter Atwood, The Physiographic Provinces of Uorth
tLtf
Aasrj-ca * 1940, p. 153.
57 Harold Caswell Cooke, W. ?. Jones, and J. B. Hawdsley,
"Geology and Or© Deposits of Houyn-Harricanaw Region, Que-
bee," Canada Geological Survey. Memoir 166, 1931, p* 20.
__
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period* 6* Evidence for this uplift is to be found in many
areas throughout the Shield. In the Earricanaw-Turgoon region
62
old river channels now appear ao rock gorges, and this type
of evidenco is to be found elsewhere. The great Timiskaming
63
fault, which is of Pliocene age, was probably directly con-
nected with the uplift.
Pleistocene Period * The last geologic event which left a
profound impress upon the surface features of Quebec was the
great continental glaciation of the Pleistocene period. The
Pleistocene glaciers made no great change in the relief of
Quebec, as the actual changes made by erosion or deposition
were usually less than 100 feet in any one place, but they did
two important things (1) they removed the pre-existing soil
so that almost all superficial looso material now found above
bedrock is postglacial ; and (2) they disarranged drainage.
The center of the Pleistocene Ice Cap (or Caps) which
glaciated Quebec was in the northern part of the Province.
The center did not remain constant but shifted from 61° to 52°
north latitude to 64° and then 66° or 56° north latitude.***
This central area shows fewer signs of glacial activity than
6* Atwood, op. oit., p. 163.
T. I. TantonV^The Harrioanaw-Turgoon Basin, northern Que-
_
bee.” Canada Dept, of Mines. Memoir 94. 1919. p. 8.
Ceoke
,
'
Ymr^oiYlTTrrbz .
64 Arthur Philemon Coleman. lee Ages decent and Ancient. 1926.
p. 17.
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the rogione farther away from the Centex4 of ice accumulation,
for pre-glacial debris due to centuries of weathering is found
almost undisturbed* The ice which accumulated lie re, the
Labrador Ice Sheet, spread out In all directions from this
center in northern Quebec. South of Hudson Bay there woo an-
other, the Patrician Ice Sheet, and in the closing stagey of
glaciation the Labrador and Patrician Ice Sheet® net along a
line between the Bell and the Harricanaw Rivers, building up
an interlobate moraine*
ae the Ioe Sheet movod outward from the center, it pushed
loose debris in front of it, removed most of the pro-existing
soil and loose material, and eroded and uluoked away some of
the bedrock* Thus almost all the pre-glacial ©oil, the
weathered rook, and oven many feet of solid rook were removed
by glacial action. This advance of the ice did not occur only
onoe but probably four timeB* The problem of glacial suc-
cession has not been worked out in Quebec, but four glacial
stages would correspond to what is known about the glacial
succession elsewhere in North America and in Europe* There is
no doubt, however, that the ice advanced more than onoe over
Quebec
•
After the last great advance of the loe-aheet (’YiBoonsin
stage) the front receded north by melting, evaporation, and
65 Loo* pit
.
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calving in the marginal bolt, while the loe surface woe lowered
in the interior by ablation.**® Vifaile the ice-front retreated,
glacial debris wae dopoelted directly from the ice or by
glooio-fluvial streams, bo much of the Province is covorod with
unassorted drift, moraines, eskers, kune
8
1 sandplalns, and
kettle holes* Almost all the material above bedrock (not in-
cluding organic matter) owes its source dlrootly or indirectly
to glaciation*
The exact method of ice-front retreat has been of great
Importance in forming the glaolal deposits* Many pro-glacial
lakes were formed in front of the loe especially where it
blocked the drainage which was towards the ice-front* As the
ice-front melted north of the present St* Lawrence 3iver a
great arm of the sea extended Inland, for the land stood
lower then than it does now* This body of water was the Cham-
plain Sea* /is the loo-front retreated northwards towards the
Height of Land the drainage became very complex* There were
numerous lakes along the margin of the ice, but as the slope
of the land was largely to the south, the drainage was inter-
fered with little* ’then the ice-front had retreated north of
the Height of Land the courses of the northward flowing streams
were blocked by the lee-front and numerous pro-glacial lakes
Ernst Antovs, "Modes of Hetreat of the Pleistocene Ice
Sheets," Jour* Pool *. 47:503, 1939.
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were formed. Many of these lakea united to form larger ones or
were drained when an outlet was opened. The largest of these
was Lake Ojlbway whioh united with lake Barlow to form Lake
Ojibwuy-Barlow. This great lake covered, hundreds of square
miles of land in western Quebec and into it heavily laden
glaoiul streams carried debris to floor the lake bottom with
olay. This lake was finally drained when the ice that blocked
the northward drainage finally melted away, leaving what is
known as the great Clay Belt as proof of its existence. Esti-
mates have boon made on the length of time the lake existed,
using a rate of rotreat of the ice-front of 500 to 600 feet a
67
year, and aooording to Coleman's early estimate it is
probably only a few thousand years since Lake 0jibway-Barlow
itself earn to an end.88
The drainage of northern Quebec has been affooted greatly
t
by glacial deposition. This has caused the rivers to adjust
themselves to the post-glacial topography with the result that
the drainage is young. Between the Harrioanaw and Bell divers
there is a very swampy area which was caused by the meeting of
67 George william Hal Borman, "The Last Pleistocene loe-front
in Chlhougamau Dietriot, Quebec* Boyal Soo. Canada Proo .
and Trans
., 3d ser., 32:84, 1938V
Also J. B. Mawdsley, "The Washboard Moraines of tho Opawica-
Chlbougamau Area. Quebec. w Boyal Soo. Canada Proo. and Trans
3d ser., 30:9, 1936.
Arthur Philemon Coleman, "Lake 0jibway; Last of the Great
Glacial Lakes." Eighteenth Annual Beport of the Bureau of
Mines. 1909. Toronto, 18:2OTT1W.
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the ice-sheets from the Labrador and Patrician centers where
69
they built up an interlobato moraine* A large moraine caused
the change in the oourso of the Turgeon River70 while to the
east in the Chibougomau-MiBtassinl region there are numerous
moraines, sandplalns, eskero, and glacial lakes which reflect
the disarrangement of drainage caused by the glacier* Rivers,
Streams, and lakes lie in confusion among the glacial deposits
71
of this area and the same conditions exist farther north*
The northern area is not well known, as it has not been well
explored, but the ooastal zones are better known* In the ex-
treme north, loe from the Labrador center met that from the
Keewatln center and joining together they flowed out through
72
Hudson Strait deepening It considerably*
The continental ice-sheet depressed the land under its
weight and Quebec has not yet reached its pro-glacial level,
Evidences for this submergence are to be found almost anywhere
J. T* Wilson, "Glacial Geology of Part of Worth-western
Quebec, ” Royal Soo, Canada Pgoo, and Trans * . 3d ser.,
32:49-52,~W§.
1? Tanton, op. pit* , p. 49.
George OTlluETlfal Norman, "The South- Eastern Limit of
Slaoial Lake-Bariow-0jibway in the Mistassini Lake Region,
Quebec.” Royal Boo. Canada ?roc. and Trans*. 3d ser*.
„ 38:63, im:
J. B. Mawdaley, "Eagle River Area, Abltibi Territory,” in
Report on ’lining Operations for 1927, Bureau of Mines.
Quebec, p. 203, 1928
{
Norman, 19382
,
op* pit *. p. 74
|
B. C. Freeman, placement Shells around Batholithe in the
Waswanipl District. Northwestern Quebec. * Jour* Geol*.
46:681, 1938; and
~~
Cooke, 1930, op * oit*, p* 71*
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along the shoreline of the Province* Marine terraces extend
np to 300 feet above sea level at the mouth of the Payne
River. 73 Hudson Strait gives evidence of being below its
74
pre-glacial level while beaches are found up to 800 feet
above sea level on Hudson Bay, with driftwood up to 85 feet
above sea level. 73 Post-glacial marine terraces in Labrador
occur up to 1,500 feet73 and to the south along the St. Law-
renoe Valley most of the present settlements occur on marine
clays. This post-glacial uplift occurred spasmodically and
77
intermittently separated by periods of quiesconoo. These
terraces show that the land lias risen in geologically recent
time. There is evidence, howovor, that the land has not yet
risen to its pre-glacial level. Hudson Bay has been in exis-
tence only since post-glacial time 73 tfhile an old channel, now
submerged, extends from Ifelson River to Hudson Strait with a
depression pointing towards James Bay. Kvidenoo for sub-
mergence is found at many other localities suoh as Richmond
Gulf and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence where a submerged channel
73 Robert J. Plaherty, "Two Traverses across Ungava Peninsula,
Labrador. * Geog. Rov .. 0:127, 1918.!>»<•, U.l&l .
H Cooke, 19307 oa.”oire. , p. 73.78 G. II. Stanley, "Raised Beaches on Rast Coast of James and
America Bull .. 50:1936-7, 1939.
Worth America," Jour.
^
Cooke, 1930, op. bit .'
uatemary TJpwarpings of northeastern
Geol.
,
47:707, 1939.
Ibid
., p. 6$.‘
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extends from its present mouth to the Strait of Cabot. There
ie some doubt about whether the land ie slowly rising now and
no conclusive evidence has been presented for stability or
uplift*
Recent Period * The Laurentian Upland has a certain uni-
formity of appearance throughout its entire area, being almost
plainlike with a local relief of only several hundred feet*
The Upland is made up of a series of peneplane facets inter-
81
sooting at low angles* The peneplane is 800 feet above sea
level at Ottawa, 1,200 feet north of Montreal, 1,200 feet at
the mouth of the Saguenay, 2,000 feet at Hamilton Inlet, and
82
1,500 feet above sea level at Cape Wolstenholme* Surround-
ing the borders of the Upland there are a series of deep
radiating canons or depressions* The Saguenay, Coldwater,
Eamilton, and other rivers flow through gorge-like depressions
while to the west there is Lake Timiskaming in a depression
800 to 1,000 feet deep*83
Ungava Peninsula, which is in the extreme northwest part
of the Province, is higher than the land to the south. The
88 John Mm Clarke, "Balhousie and the Gasps' Peninsula, * 12e
gonff* £eol* internal;* Coapte rendu . Guide Book No 1, p. 93,
Vilson, op* pit *, p. 616.
b<5 Harold CaewelY Cooke
,
"Studies of the Physiography of the
Canadian Shield, I* Mature Valleys of the Labrador Penin-
sula," Boyal Soo* Canada Proc* and Trane *. 3d ser*, 23:92-
q n 1929*** Ibid*, pp. 91-120.
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northa&Bt coast rises abruptly from Hudson Strait while the
land slopes gently towards the south v the part between Cape
Smith, Payno Bay, and Portland Promontory boing below 500 feot
above sea level.®4 This area is almost low enough to be con-
sidered a lowland apart from the Upland and might even be oon-
side red to be a part of the Hudson Bay Lowland, although it is
not a coastal plain. When the area is better known this low-
land will probably be classed separately from the Upland.
The land south of Ungava Peninsula rises gradually towards
the Height of Land, though maintaining a regional slope to the
west. The southward change in elevation is well reflected by
the elevations of the lakes, as Clearwater Lake 790 feet above
85
sea level; Lake Kanlapiskou 1850 feet; ITiohikura Lake 1760 feet;
and Lake Mistassini 1243 feet.8® The drainage is to Hudson and
James Bays. Here the rivers flow along the Upland in a series
of lako-llko expansions separated by stretches of fast water
and they usually descend to sea level over rapids and falls a
few miles from tholr mouths. Most of the land is unexplored
but the part lying south of James Bay and Lake Mistassini is
fairly well known. In the Barrioanaw-Turgeon Basin there are
great areas of muskeg plains in the north but the southern part
®4 Cooke, 1930, oo. pit. , p. 58.
Geologic Map of the How Quebec Territory, Quebec Department
ofi Mines . 1929, 35 miles to the Inch.
!!ot¥away Sheet. Map 190A. Quebec. Canada Dept, of Mines.
1927, 8 miles to the inch.
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is of comparatively high relief with muskeg areas only ooour-
B7
ring between the hills and ridges, The great Clay Belt of
Ontario and Quebec lies to the south of the Harrioanaw-Turgeon
Basin, This Clay Bolt extends from Lake Abltibl east to near
Lake Chibouganau, north to the Rupert River, and south to the
88
transcontinental railway, these being the approximate limits.
The Olay Belt is typically flat, covered with lakes, and poorly
drained. The Lake Operaiska area in the east of the Clay Belt
is an example. Here the relief oan be measured in tens of
feet8^ while over one third of the land is covered with water,
the rest of the land being low, swampy, and oovered with
90
moraines and sandplalne. The elevation above sea level is
1,000 feet, Eastwards towards Lake Chlbougaman and Lake Mis-
tassini there is more relief while the Height of Land runs
southwest-northeast to the southeast of these two lakes, South
of Lake Mistassini the relief is greater, and the divide is
91
masked by a ridge of hills forming an escarpment 300 feet high,
Relatively little is known about the land east of Lake
Mistassini and between Labrador and the north shore of the St,
5? Tanton, 0£, oit ,. p. 8,
John R# T^hdLTT, "Agriculture in the Great Clay Belt of
Canada/* Scottish Goog, Ttag ,. 56:12, 1940,
Carl Tolnan, wAn"Isaxly re-bombrian Sedimentary Series in
Northern Quebec. w Jour* Geol*. 40:354. 1932,
a? »• 356,
Albert Peter Low, n Report of the Mistassini Expedition
1884-5/* Pool, ana Bat, Hist, Sur, Canada , 1:16, 1085,
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Lawrence* Its general character le like that of the rest of
the Shield; a plainlike area with many lakes and rivers and a
youthful drainage* South of the Height of Land these rivers
flow against the regional slope of the land and are incised
92
below the Upland surface as they approach the 3t. Lawrence*
The southern part of the Upland is well known but it dif-
fers in no Important way from the rest of the Upland* The
notable feature is the great amount of water* Lakes and rivers
cover much of the surface and the drainage lias been disarranged
by the glacial deposits* 'livers such as the Oatineau, Ottawa,
and 8t* Maurice, follow post-glaol&l courses much different
from their pre-glacial channels* It is this glacial blocking
of their old courses which has enabled Quebec to utilise
these streams for water power* Although this area is referred
to as a paneplane, the land is only plain-like when the gen-
eral alignment of the higher hills is oonoomed, otherwise the
land is considerably cut up in any local area* foil© the re-
lief is small over hundreds of square miles, the local relief
may be 800 foot or more*
go
Cooke, 1929, op * cit
, p* 94*
93 Irving Ballard Crosby, "Drainage Changes and their causes
in the St* Maurice Valley, Quebec," Jour* Cool *. 40:140-
155, 1932*
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2, Appalachian Highlands
•
The Appalachian Highlands of Quebec arc an extension of
the Appalachian Mountain System of the United States, both
having had similar geologic histories with only the intemat-
tional boundary acting as a lino of separation. These moun-
tains of Quebec are an extension of thou© in Vermont and Maine.
Boundaries . The Green Mountains extend into Quebec,
though not under the same name, the western border crossing
the international boundary near Prellghsburg, Quebec. The
boundary between the Appalachian Highlands and the foreland
passes through the Laoolle and Sutton quadrangles at about
north 20° east; west of the line is the foreland and east is a
series of thrust siloes giving rise to the Sutton Mountains 20
94
miles to the east. The Sutton Mountain belt, marking the
western boundary of the Highlands, extends from near Sutton to
south Durham, Kiohmond, Danville, end beyond, though locally
the exact boundary line is a little to the west, passing
95
through Danby. The H1ghlund-Lowland border extends in a north-
easterly direction towards Quebec City though passing 13 miles
/ 96
southeast of Tiovis. From here an abrupt escarpment, extend-
94
96
T. K. Clark, "Structure and Stratigraphy of Southern Que-
bec, ' Gool. Soc. America Bull
.
. 45:2, 1934.
3-14 »>utheriun<C «!£•#
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eville Map-Area, Quebec," Canada Gool ,
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ing for 66 miles to the central part of the county of Ehmour-
97
aska, separatee the Highland from the Lowland. Thle escarp-
ment la due to an extensive fault whloh has Its downthrow on
the northwest and In places, as In the county of Hontaagny, It
rleee 700 to 1,000 feet above the surrounding land. This es-
carpment lies near the river, but at times It goes as far ae
v 09
10 miles Inland as at Rivlere-du-Loup. Eastwards along the
south shore of the St. Lawrence River the Lowland narrows to-
wards Cap Chat, the Highlands descending gradually to the
Lowland. From Cap Chat to the eastern part of the Oaspe
Peninsula the Highlands descend rather abruptly to the shore-
line and the only low ground at the coast Is at the mouths of
100
the rivers and on terraces. The Highlands drop to tho coast
at the Bay of Chaleur and then are out off in Quebec by the
Interprovlnelal boundary with Hew Brunswick end then the Inter-
national boundary with Maine. The Lake Megantlo Range forme
part of the boundary between Maine and Quebec In the extreme
southeast of Quebec.*0*
Harold Willium Molerrlglo, "Western Temiseouata, with parts
of Kamouraska and Rivlere-du-Loup Counties," Annual Report
rtc gt, the Juebeo, Bureau of Mines . 1933, part D, p . W.
22 Log. oit.
taA Seattle", 0£. clt., p. 103.j.uu iBiwyn Wimraloo Jones, "Mareoui Map-Area, Gaspe Peninsula,"
Annual Report of the Quebec Bureau of Mines
. 1933, part D,
John A. Dresser, "Preliminary Report on the Serpentine and
Associated Rooks of Southern Quebec." Canada Dept. Mines.
Memoir 22, 1913, p. 10.
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Paleosole Bra. The geologic history of the Appalachian
Highlands in Quebec le similar to that of the root of the moun-
tain system which extends from near the Gulf of Mexico to
Newfoundland, almost all the rooks of the cystcm are of Paloo-
BOlc age, but in some places the Pre-Cambrian basement rooks
have been uplifted in the mountain building processes and ex-
posed by erosion, particularly along the axes of folding.
Cambrian and Ordovician rocks occupy large areas in the Eastern
Townships and the county of Beauoe while Silurian, Devonian,
and Bevono-Carboniferous rooks ooour largely in the Gasps'.
There wore two great periods of orogenie movements, in the
Ordovician (Taoonio Revolution) and the Devonian (Acadian
Revolution).^08 Towards the end of the Ordovician the Oaspe'
was thrust against the Pre-Cambrian crystallines to the north
which formed the groat Champlain fault or faults along the St.
IQot
Lawrence above Quebec. Erosion along this belt of faulted
and crushed rocks was primarily responsible for the development
of the Lower St. Lawrence Valley.*04
In the late Devonian there was uplift and folding, and a
lofty range of mountains rose along the middle of the Gaspe
102 o, Crioksmay, "Structure and Stratigraphy of the Mata-
pedla Valley. Oaspe. Quebec. " (abetroot) Cool. Soo.
America Bull.. 41:117. 1930.
I0f W5K7TOT7 ££• p- 1*3.104 Cooke, 1931, 0£. eg., p. 143.
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Peninsula* The structural axes of thle period of folding
(the Acadian) are more or lose parallel to that of the Taeonio
and both Boom to be conditioned by the oontours of tho Pre-
Cambrian Upland** Throughout much of the region there was
groat Igneous activity with Intrusions of sills and dikes, and
volcanic extrusions* The region was also affected by the
Appalachian Revolution, at the close of the Poleoaolc Era, but
not to any great extent*
Mesozoic Era * During the Hesozoic Era the Appalachian
Highlands were subjected to a long period of oroelon* The higfr
mountains formed during the Acadian Revolution were eroded
down to near base level and by early Tertiary a peneplane had
107been developed*
Conosoio Era , Peneplanatlon was fairly complete through-
out the area by the early Tertiary, and then the area was once
again uplifted and the rivers rejuvenated,*09 A second pene-
plane was developed, tho erosion proceeding faster on the
softer shales north of the Shlokshooks, and on the limestones
and sandstones south of them, leaving the more resistant oen-
109
tral volcanic holt standing higher as a monadnock. Follow-
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ing this second peneplanation the region was oneo nore uplifted,
and this Initiated the present oyole*110 This uplift oould not
have antedated the Pliocene* the ghickshocke date from this
111
uplife* The region stood higher in the Pliooene than it
does today, as the St* Lawrence Biver had out Its valley 1,000
to 1,500 feet below the present level, so the land oust have
stood that much higher*1*2 Evidence of the uplifts is seen in
the Gasps region by the ponoplanes at 3,500 to 4,200 feot above
113
sea level, and 1,000 to 1,800 foot above sea level, with
streams flowing in steep walled valleys below the lowest pane-
plane •
Pie istooone Period * During the Pleistocene, successive
ioe-sheets advanced over the Highlands and went far to the
south* As in the Upland, typical evidences for glaciation are
to be found throughout the Highlands* There has been dispute,
however, whether the continental ice-sheets ever completely
covered all the Gasps, and the 3a to a* P. Coleman has advanced
the thesis that the Shiekahooks were never glaciated by any
loc f oit*111 Frederick J* Alcock, "Goepe Peninsula; its geology and
mineral possibilities, w in Beport on Mining Operations for
1927, Bureau of Mines, Quebec . 1928, p* 167*
Frederick' J* ...‘Acock "ana aV If. Miller, "iPlumb-line Deflec-
tions and Gravity anomalies in Gasp© Peninsula and their
Sifmificanoe." Hoyal Soc* Canada Proo* and Trans*. 3d ser*.
26:321, 1932.
113 Loo* cit
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continental ice-shoot, decent studies seem to indicate that
the Labrador ice-sheet covered the Shickshocko, 11^ though there
seems to be ample evidence that the Shickchocks had Alpin©
glaciers, a© the cirques on several mountains prove*115 Many
of the valleys leading from the cirques have typical TJ shapes
1T6
and many have hanging tributary valleys* The glacial
features in the Bastem Townships are similar to those in the
southern Upland, but in the Beauceville aroa the glaciation
conditions are different, for glacial erosion did not remove
all the pre-glacial deposits of decomposed rocks, and hero are
117
found the placer gold deposits beneath glacial drift*
decent Period * Since the Pleistocene Period, the chief
change in the Appalachian Highlands has been uplift* The es-
sential topographic features are pre-glacial. In southeastern
Quebec there are three main mountain ranges* The westernmost,
the Sutton range, borders the St* Lawrence Lowland, with Sutton
Mountain attaining an elevation of 3,100 feet above sea level.
The range extends northeast into the counties of Arthabaska,
hegantlo, and rfolfo, with a width of about 15 miles and many
118
peaks over 1,500 feet above sea level* northwards tho
>
11* W 0 B. Powers, "‘Physiographic Divisions of Canada," (ab-
straot) (tool* Soe* America Bull*. 50:1928. 1939*
Aicock, vmuwr’oW:. v; m.
Islwyn vsfinwaloc Jones, "The Tabletop Map-area, Caspe
Peninsula,” Annual Iteport of the Quebeo Bureau of Mines .
1932, part D," p. 28.
' " '
}}l MZTly. op. Sit., p. 33.118 I)r6HBer,~1913. op. olt.. o. 10.
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Sutton range becomes the Notre-Darae hills*119 Tho Capelton,
Stoke, and ./eedin Hills fora a second rang© onst of the Sutton
range, Hake Megantio range. Is only partly in Canada, as it
12
forms part of the boundary line between Quebec and Maine*
The highest part of tho Caspe Peninsula is a belt 2 to 15
miles wide called the Shiokshook Mountains which are 15 to 25
miles from the St* Lawrence Hiver and extend more than 60 miles
to the northeast and southwest* The summits rise 3,000 to
4,000 feet above sea level, and the tops have a mature surface
122
with a gently rolling appearance* Below the mature surface
youthful steep-aided valleys are out to depths of 1,000 foot
123
or more* North and south of the Bhickshooke is a lower
plateau region with steep-sided valleys separating broad flat
interfluvial areas The northern shoreline of the Gasps
Peninsula is smooth and has few Indentations, as the shoreline
follows the general structure of th© region. In a few places
there is a narrow lowland between the highlands book of the
river and the river itself* In the extreme east, and along
the Bay of Chaleur, there are deep bays, sandy beaohes, bay
McOerrigle, op. cit., p. 97.
range, with Sherbrooke standing in a depression*120 The third
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1£6
bare, and rook oliffe, for the coaatl5.no cute aoross the
structure of the region* Although uplift hue taken plaoo in
post-glacial time, the topography of the Oaspe ooaat is still
3 26
a drowned one*
3* St* Lawrence Lowland*
The St* Lawrence Lowland lioa between the Upland on the
northwest and the Appalachian Highlands on the southeast* This
physiographic province supports the largest population of the
four provinces of Quebec, for the topographic conditions, soil,
and climate are eminently suited for human oooupance* The
Lake St* John Lowland will be considered along with the St*
Lawrence Lowland province, for both are similar In relief, re-
lation to the Upland, and have had essentially the same geo-
logic histories* The Lake St* John Lowland lies within the
Upland and is separated from the St* Lawrence Lowland by a
hundred miles of Upland, lying this distance north of Quebec
City.
Boundaries * The boundary between the Lowland and the Up-
land has been described in detail in the treatment of the
Upland and the seme is true with the Lowland-Appalachian High-
125
126
Frederick J* Aleocfc, "Across Coops
,
1924*
<lcoe/: and filler, o Pit *, p. 322*
« Qeoir. Hav *. 14:213,
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lands boundary described in tho previous section, a long fin-
ger of the Lowland extends along the Ottawa Talley which is
limited on the north by the Upland and on the south by tho
Ottawa liiver. Before reaching Montreal, the Provincial boun-
dary goes south and then follows the St. Lawrence Klvor until
it meets the Mow York state boundary line. This gives the
Lowland a western extension beyond Montreal . The southern
border of the Lowland is the international boundary line be-
tween New York and Quebec which runs cast and west through
Lake Champlain to the Vermont boundary.
The Lake St. John Lowland is separated from the St. Law-
rence Lowland by tho Laurention Upland. The southern boundary
is marked by a well defined ft^Lt -scarp with the Lowland lying
several hundred feet below the adjacent Upland.
This fault-scarp crosses the middle of Ashuapmouchcuon
township, outs across the south comer of >emeulets,
and intersects tho prolongation of the Demeules-Buf-
ferin township-line at a distance of about two tailee
beyond the limits of the surveyed territory; it swings
in again to cut across the west comer of Duffsrin
township and, crossing the Ashuapmouehouan river,
traverses the eastern part of Dumais township and a
very small section (west) of Sirad. The general di-
rection of the scarp is H.W.-S.B# In the southeast,
beyond the limits of this map-sheet, it has been
traced by Dresser for a further distance of about
35 miles .l2 '
In the north and west of the Lowland area the Upland-Low-
127
Bertrand T. Denis, "Northwest part of Lao-Saint-Jean
region," Annual Report of the Quebec Bureau of Mines. 1933 .
part D, p. ££•
T
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land boundary to not so well defined ae to the south*
The north and west limit of the lowland reached the
middle of Milot and Proulx townships, swings to the
north beyond the limits of the map-sheet so ae to
n include parte of Hudon, La Trappe
,
and Antoine, and,
crossing Beaudet and Girard townships, rejoins the
Aehnapmbuchouan at a point boyond the boundaries of
the area examined.!*-®
The eastern boundary is marked by two trenches, the Sto.
Marguerite, and the Saguenay. These two trenches diverge near
Ka Ha Boy, 70 miles from the St. Lawrence Hiver, and the area
between these two trench walls forms the Lowland which extends
to Take St. John.129
Paleosoio Era. The St. Lawrence Lowland is underlain by
rooks of falecsolo «.ge. The first advance of the Paleosoio
sea took place in the Upper Cambrian with a sea extending into
the lower Ottawa Valley where the Potsdam sandstones %vore de-
130posited. The sea sometimes covered the entire Lowland and
at times withdrew a little southwards. By the Ordovician
period the sea had advanced as far as the Lake St. John region
and here are found limestones and shales.131 In the rent of
the Lowland the record of the rooks shows successive advances
IP? Ibid., p. 63.
..tertrend T. Denis, "The Dimrd Map-area, Chicoutimi
County," Annual Aeoort of the ueboo Bureau of Mlnoo. 1933 .
-n
D* p«
* ” T 1 ~ " ' r ' ' 11
130 Qoorge 4, Young, "Geology and Economic Minerals of Canada "
Cool. Survey of Canada. Aeon. Geol. Ser. no. 1. 1926. p. 71
5oTmr; opt oirr: ee.
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and retreats of the Paleozolo seas throughout the Silurian and
Devonian periods, the later representing the youngest Paleo-
zoic sediments found in the Lowland • From Ordovician time to
the present there is record of faulting in the Lake St. John
region, 3,32 and also along the Champlain St. Lawrenoe fault, 3,33
but the dating of the faulting has not yet been accomplished.
The Lowland region from Quebec to Montreal is probably a gra-
w 134ben.
The St. Lawrenoe Hiver had its first beginning in the
late Devonian or early Carboniferous period as a consequent
stream which flowed southeast from a low section in the Acadian
Mountains, and as It out headward through these mountains it
extended subsequent tributaries along the weaker rook forma-
tions. 3,3® When headward erosion had reached the harder cry-
stalline rooks of the Pre-Cambrian Shield, eubsequents eroded
eastwards and westwards along the contact with the Paleozoic
rooks and the Shield. 136
Mesozoic 2ra « The St. Lawrence region has been subjected
to erosion since late Paleozoic time and this continued
Jfl Ibid., p. 69.133 George H. Perkins. "The Physiography of Vermont. * Science,
new sor., 49:79, 1919.
134 Griffith Taylor, Environment. Haeo. and Migration
.
1937,
p. 296.
J. }’m Gill, "History of the St. Lawrence Valley,” Cool.
Soc. -tmerloa Bull*. 49:1932. 1938.
136 SHY.’ op. oTt.'7'p. 1932.
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throughout the resosoic Era*13” Peneplanatlon woe continuous
during the Meeozolo Era and so by the beginning of the Ceno-
zoic Era the St. Lawrence area was peneplaned.133
Genoaolo Era . By early Tertiary time the St. Lawrence
region was reduced to a peneplano and this was uplifted and
differentially upwarped in the Pliocene period.139 The St.
Lawrence River once again began active downward cutting and
carved out a broad terraced valley or lowland.140 Beneath the
present Gulf of St. Lawrence there le a trough, extending east
and then southeast to the Strait of Cabot, which is believed
to be the old river valley of the St. Lawrence, carved out when
the land stood higher than at present, ill1 geologists do not
concur in this view, for some explain it by faulting, and
141
others consider the trough principally due to glaciation.
In the Lake St. John area there were two penepl&nos,
probably in tho early Tertiary or Cretaceous, and late Ter-
tiary* Both of these were uplifted at the end of the Cenozole,
probably in the Pliocene.142
13^ J. J. O'Heill, wSt* Hilaire (Beloeil) and Rougement Itts.,
uebec." Canada Dept, of Mines. Memoir 43. 1914. p. 18.130 0111, LocTolT:
£££• s33>140 frouglas Wilson Johnson, The Hew Bngland-iioadlan Shoreline .
1925, p* 229.
141 Francis Barker Shepard, "St. Lawrence (Cabot Strait t sub-
m&rlne trou$i," Qeol. Soc. America Bull .. 42:864, 1931.
*4* Raoul Blanchard, #lie rebordWord de T^estuaire et du golfe
du St-Laurent," Revue de Geographic Alpine . 20:507-509,
1932.
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Pleistocene Period , The St. Lawrence Lowland was glaci-
ated by the Pleistocene glaciers with the typical glacial
features resulting. After the ice molted back north of the St.
Lawrence Hivor, the Lowland was invaded by the waters of the
Champlain Sea. The exact history of this Sea is disputable,
as evidence seems to indicate that s one of the deposits usually
143
associated with the Champlain Sea may have been interglacial.
Coleman would place the Leda clay and part of the Saxioava
sands in interglacial, instead of post glacial, time. This
accords well with what is known about the extent of the last
Yfisoonsln glaciation which probably did not depress the land
as much as the Illinolan, so that the high beaches may have
resulted from post-Xllinolan submergence.*44 Antevs, on the
other hand, ascribes the present marine clays to deposits in
the Ottawa and Champlain Sea, formed in post-glacial times.*45
However the origin of the sediments may be disputed, it is a
fact that much of the St. Lawronoe Lowland is floored with
marine clays and sands. These deposits extend up into the
Lake St. John Lowland where a series of terraces were formed by
143
144
Arthur Philemon Coleman, "An Interglacial Champlain Sea,"
i~a. Jour. Sol .. 5th sor.
,
24:311-315, 1932.
Arthur Philemon Coleman, "Extent of the Wisconsin Glacl-
ation," Am. Jour. Sol .. 6th eer., 20:180-183, 1930.
Ernst Antovs
,
w
.i©treat of the Last Ioe-3heet in Eastern
Canada," Canada Iteot. of Mines . Memoir 146, 1925, pp. 142.
Also Antevo, op. eii., pp. 707-720.
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the retreating Champlain Sea, 146
Recent Period # The prosent St# Lawrence Lowland is found
to he developed across horizontal strata or steeply inclined
hods without any distinction, and over this there is a thin
veneer of marine deposits • Although the general surface is
rolling to flat, the rivers have had to adjust themselves to
the post-glaoial surface with the result that falls and rapids
are common# The St. Lawrence River is following a post-glacial
course and 1ms not yet had time to grade Its hod# Old channels
of the river are visible in places,* while the some is true
of the Ottawa River# Part of the St. Lawrence River, and many
of its tributaries, are entrenched below the smooth skyline
149
of the Lowland plain, as is especially true at Quebec City#
The Lake St# John Lowland is a depression within the
Laurent!an Upland# The depression is roughly oval in shape,
measuring about 65 miles by 35 miles, and it lies about 300 to
500 feet below the level of the surrounding Laurentian Uplanl#°
Anticosti Island, lying in the Gulf of St# Lawrence, is
Denis, 1934, op # olt#, p# 64#
O fHeill, 1914, opTcit#. p. 18.
148 Percy 2 # Ray$on&7 "Quebec* and Vicinity,” 18e Cong# go°1 #
internet# Compte rendu . Guide Book no 1, part l, l9l'f,
p # 26 #
James Walter Goldthwait, "Quebec and Vicinity: Physio
-
graphio&l notes,” 12e internat# Compte rendu
.
Guide Book no 1, part i, loiS', p. 4$#"
"
"
Denis, 1934, op. olt#, pp. 57-62.
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also a part of the St* Lawrence Lowland, although it is sep-
arated from the rest by several hundred miles* The greatest
width of the island is 35 mileB, with a length of 125 miles,
and an area of 4,000 square miles* Anticosti Island is a
partly submerged ouesta with the escarpment facing north and
3l51
the inner lowland being in the position of the north ohannel*
The moot striking feature about the island is the extensive
wave out terrace that exists along the coast, forming the
152
’’reef” so dreaded by sailors* Around the island itself
153
about 22 terraces extend up to about 400 feet above sea level*
Montereglana * The Montereglan Rills make a striking break
in the general uniformity of the western St* Lawrence Lowland*
They are: Mount Hoyal (769 feet), Montarvile or St* Bruno
(715 feet), Beloeil (1,437 feet), Itougement (1,250 feet),
Yamaska (1,470 feet). She fford (1,726 feet), Brom© (1,755 foot),
and Mount Johnson or Monnoir (875 feet) and all are of igneous
154
origin* The first six hills are nearly in a straight line,
running east-west from Mount Hoyal on the west to Shefford lit*
50 miles to the east.*”s It is probable that these volcanic
151 h. Twenhofel, "Geology of ^ntioosti Island," Panada
iKo PePt. of Mines . Memoir 154, 1928, p. 8*
Zoo. oit ,
163 W«.~. 9.
fjQ: ijiutietloal Tear Book, Quebec, 1939, op. olt., pp. 39-40.
?rank Dawson Adams, "The Monte regian Rills — a Canadian
Petrographioal Province," Jour* Qeol *. 11:240, 1903*
.
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mountains lie along some line or lines of weakness in the
Lowland suggest that the summits may bridge the gap in the
The Hudson Boy Lowland is the least important of the four
physiographic provinces as far as human oceupance 1b concerned*
It is not very large in Quebec but becomes larger and more im-
portant westward in Ontario.
Boundaries * The Lowland begins In the north near Gape
Jones and goes a little east of south about 60 to 100 miles
inland and then gradually curves westward to parallel the
southern coast of James Bay* The exact boundary in the east
is not known, except roughly In a few localities as at the
Tastmain river, where the plain extends 100 miles inland where
it is only 700 feet above sea level.*-®9 Along the Hottaway
and Harricanaw IUvers, the boundary line curves towards the
Bay, but between them it goes in a lobate form southwards*
The western boundary is to minuted by the interprovincial line.
4* Hudson Bay Lowland.
»
Sii*. P» 240.

45
Geologic History # The geologic history of the region Is
very similar to that of the Laurentian Upland and has been des-
cribed In the section dealing with the goomorphology of the
Upland, almost all the Lowland is underlain by ?re-Cambrian
rocks, except the extreme southwestern part which is underlain
by Devonian rooks. The flat surface of the Lowland bevels
those Devonian rooks in the south so the plain must be ero-
sional, at least in the southern part.^50
In the Pleistocene the Lowland was strongly glaciated and
at the close of the glacial period much of the area woe floored
161
with marine clays often 100 feet thick. Along much of the
coast the sea bottom is just a continuation of the gentle
162
gradient of the adjacent coastal plain.
On the east coast of the Bay the rivers desoend to sea
level over a series of rapids and falls, showing that the
streams and rivers have not yet adjusted themselves to the
post-glacial topography. Near the southern coast of the Bay
the land is so very flat that the shoreline shifts several
miles with a change in tide.
16? Cooke,
Ifl 11)1(1 ..
162 TETcf.J
1930, op. oit.,
p. 58#
p. 69.
p. 52.
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GHATO5.1 III
CLIMATE
Climate is a composite of all the day-to-day weather con-
ditions. It ie not average weather, for it includes all the
variations from the mean* Weather, on the other hand, ie the
sum total of the atmospheric conditions (temperature, pressure,
winds, moisture and precipitation) for a short period in a
certain place* Climate and weather are therefore not synony-
mous* Climate can be studied only through a knowledge of
weather, and weather only through a knowledge of meteorology,
so a regional study of climatology must include that of
weather and meteorology*
1. Meteorology*
There are eight climatic controls which act upon the cli-
matic elements to give varieties of weather and climate* The
climatic controls are mm or latitude, land and water, winds,
altitude, mountain barriers, semipermanent low and hi^h pres-
sure centers, ocean currents, and atoms* These act upon the
climatic elements, tomperature, precipitation and humidity,
air pressure and winds, to produce the changes in the weather
46
*-
'
• *
-
•
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and give climate.^
Climatic controls * Quebec stretches from 45° north lati-
tude to 63° north latitude, or a distance of about 1,200 miles*
Every part receives a different amount of solar energy from the
sun, for the energy depends upon (a) the duration of solar
radiation or length of day; and (b) the anglo at which the rays
of sunlight reach the earth* The amount of possible sunlight
therefore varies with the latitude and the seasons* On Deoembe
21 at 45° north latitude, and 65° north latitude, the possible
hours of sunshine are 8*7 and 3*3 hours, while on June 21 this
2has Increased to 15*6 and 22*1 hours of possible sunshine*
Although the high latitudes resolve a great deal of sunshine
in the summer, the obliquity of the sun’s rays offsets some-
what the longer daylight hours* These facts show, however,
that there must be a high annual range in temperature for
Quebeo, especially In the more northerly portions.
Much of Quebec is bordered by water bodies. As water
heats and cools more slowly than the land, the land is usually
colder than the adjoining waters in winter and warmer in sum-
mer* The influence of the water will depend primarily upon
the direction of the wind. Quebeo is not affected to any
* Glenn T. Trewartha. An Introduction to leather and Climate.
0 1937, p. 6.& Clarence ISugen© Koeppe, The Canadian Climate
. 1931, p. 3.
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appreciable degree by the general features of the planetary
winds for its latitude. The storms paep from west to east, but
the general wind directions are more Canadian than planetary.
Most of the cyclonic storms move out the St. Lawrence Valley.
North of the Valley the winds blow most frequently from a
northerly or westerly direction. South of the Valley the
winds are usually southerly and they veer to the west and
northwest as the following anticyclone travels along to the
south.
The greater part of Quebec lies below 2,000 feet above sea
level, so altitude plays little part as a climatic control.
Locally there may be differences in elevation which may affect
the climate. The Appalachian Highlands act as barriers to the
winds, and in many small regions the differences in topography
may be sufficient to make air drainage an important factor.
In January there is a semipermanent low pressure area
northeast of Labrador and a high pressure area that extends
3
fro^ the Yukon towards Montana. In July there is a low from
Labrador Peninsula to the Northwest Territories and a high
4
southeast of the Maritime Provinces.
The Labrador Current and the Oulf Stream add their control
to the climate of eastern Quebec. The cold waters of the
f Koeppe, op. cit. , p. 12.4 H»ld .. p7l4.
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labrador Current mako the Labrador coast bleak and cold, though
the influence does not extond far Inland. The Gulf Stream ex-
erts on appreciable influence on the stormineso of the eaetom
part of Quebec.
£• Climatology.
Hudson Bay . Hudson Boy is on arctic sea with ice floes
throughout the entire year. In the summer, Hudson Strait is
frequently filled with floating ice from the northern part of
Hudson Bay and the eastern Arctic through Fox Channel.^ For
about two months, however, there is little trouble from ice in
6
Hudson Strait. The rivers and harbors of Hudson Bay itself
open about the middle of Hay and close about the middle of
7
November.
In winter the waters of the Bay are warmer than the land,
so there is a moderating effect along the coast. Onshore winds
are liable to bo warmer when they blow ovor the woto re of the
Bay, The change from winter to summer is rapid and spring is
variable and uncertain. In sunmer there is a tendency towards
a local high pressure area over the cool waters of Hudson Bay
which makes tho onshore winds cool and the summer temperatures
6 Harold S. Patton. "Canada’s Advance to Hudson Bay." Econ.
Geog . . 5:231, 1929.
& 3‘ohn A. Corrnie. "The Hudson Boy Pout©." Geog. Hev.. 4:36.
1917.
' u j. Connor, Meteorological Tables {Reprinted from the Can-
ada Tear Book, T93I, Ottawa":’ 1*.' . '7 Aoland, 1931), p. 17.
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relatively low. At Fort George, half way up Janos Bay, the
0
mean July and ^uguat temperatures are 54° and 63° respectively.
Frosts are to be expected during any 8uriner month, though the
9
usual froBt free period In the oouth may be &e muoh as 66 days.
The waters of the Bay raitigato the temperatures In the autumn
and winter. October is warmer than April while winter doesn't
set in until November or December. The January and February
tenporaturoB are cold, the mean at Fort George being -1?P and
-9°, and at Port Harrison -18° and -10° P.*1 The ontiro Hudson
Buy coast may experience great seasonal variations from year
to year.
The precipitation about Hudson Bay is both of the marine
and continental types. The px*eolpitation, which is about 15
inches in the north, increases to 20 inches at the south of
12
James Bay. About ono-third of the total precipitation comes
13in the form of enow. * The precipitation is well distributed
throughout the year and is fairly dependable, though this is
of not very great economic importance, for the evaporation
rate is low and there is always sufficient moisture. Tho
ground is never completely thawed out so this prevents the
8
9
10
11
12
13
Eoeppe, op . cit ..
Koeppe, op . cit .
.
Connor, op
.
cTT..
Connor, op. oil .
Koeppe. op. Ht.|
Ibid*. P* 1487"
193.
142.
17.
p. 17.
p. 145.
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14
rapid and complete drainago of whut precipitation occurs.
The cloudiest and the rainiest days are in late summer and
early fall.*^° The cloudy and foggy days are UBUUily more fro-
quent over the Bay than over the land.^°
Western Laurentlan Upland . This climatic province has
diverse characteristics. The climate is continental, though
locally the conditions nay be ameliorated by large water bodies
such ae lake Mistassini, wherever there is high altitude ex-
posed to the prevailing winds the conditions aro likely to be
severe.
January and February are cold with mean temperatures near
or below cere. The diurnal range of temperature in the winter
*1
7
is often great and may roach 20°, 30°, or at times even morev
The change from winter to summer is very rapid so the spring
is short, the transition period being often only e natter of
weeks. The summer never gets hot and the July temperatures
IS
are low, ranging from about 61° to 66° F« Although the
19
average frost free period is about 100 days, ‘ frost can be
expected during any month. Summer changes te winter with groat
J* Xfria *.
if 232.
.
10 ^oUert
p.
J.
147.
146.
Flahe rty. "The Belcher Islands of Hudson Bay,
6:45, 1918.
7? ^oeppeV ~QP« cit .. p. 152.
Ibid., p. 66~
1® John 3. Bandall, "Settlement of the Groat Clay Belt of
?
Torthem Ontario and Quebec." Geog. See. Phil. Bull..
25:63, 1937.
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rapidity so that autumn, like spring, la short* Sumner la
ended by the middle of September and winter arrives early In
November*^
The precipitation increases eastwards and deo reuses north-
wards* Tho vjestern part rocelves about 20 inches and the
21
eastern part about 25 inches during the year. Although the
precipitation decreases northwards, it is partly offset by the
lowered evaporation rate.
Lower St * Lawrence Valley * The ohiof controls of the
climate in the Lower St* Lawrono© Valley are latitude, water,
and storms* The winters are long and cold, with the January
and February means being little above sero, though the cold
is frequently broken my mild periods* There is no spring or
fall; in Quebec City there is a seven month winter and five
month summer.*'2 The length of the frost free period at Quebec
is 135 days, and 168 at Montreal, the difference being due to
23
the higher latitude of Quebec* There iB a great uniformity
in tho monthly means from year to year and the conditions dur-
24ing each summer or winter are much like previous ones. Thus
Montreal is closed by ice from the middle of December to the
?? Koeppe, 0£. eit., p. 155.
Log. cjt *
“
'Socle rick Peuttie, "Climate in the lower St. lovirenoo Val-
lay,” Qoog. Soe. Phil. Bull .. 21:31, 1923.
r® Koeppe. op. eit .. p. 154.
24 loo. oit.
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middle of April and those dates vary little from one year to
the next*
The precipitation, Whioh averages 35 to 40 inohes, is well
2adistributed throughout the year, occurring about 160 days out
27
of the 366. Snowfall increases down the Rt. Terence Valley
on
and is heavy near Quebec and in the highlands*
Maritime ruebeo * Maritime Quebec includes the Ctespe'
Peninsula, Antioosti Island, and the north shore of the Oulf of
St. Lawrence. The region is a transitional area between the
continental climate of western Quebec and the marine climate
of Newfoundland.
The winters are long, lasting from November through April,
but the marine influence prevents the mean winter temperatures
o 29from dropping much below 10° P. Spring in July gives way to
*3Q
autumn In August. The sea Influence keeps the temperatures
low, though fairly uniform, so there is no frost in July, while
the average frost free season during which orope eon be grown
31
is about three end one-half to four months.
32
Precipitation is about 30 inches a year and it is rarely
% Eoe
SS iss.2
I? ICO5 ib
p. 23.
p. 166.
P. 16.
p. ISO.
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inadequate or excessive. There are, however, yearly variations
in precipitation which are probably the result of changing
’Maritime Quebec is subject to fogs which average 25 to 55
a year and are of greatest frequency from April to September*
The region is also eubjeot to many and heavy gales which are
most numerous in the winter months when the cyclonic storms are
dominant* At Anticosti the gales average 119 a year* The
normal wind velocities are consequently high in the winter for
the region as a whole, and in January the velocities average
15 to 23 miles per hour.
56
Labrador Peninsula and tfngava Peninsula * Very little is
known about the olimut© of northern Quebec, for the area is
largo, sparsely settled, and the only weather stations in the
region are along the coast and not in the interior*
The interior probably possesses a modified continental
climate with mean July temperatures a little above 60° and mean
« 36January temperatures of -10u to -20° F* The winds blowing
from the ice cold waters to the west, north, and east, give
the region a cool summer*
The precipitation 1© probably between 20 and 130 inches
Intensities of cyclones or the direction of their paths*33
I.
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with enow starting in September and lasting through Hay. Dur-
ing June and august heavy frosts oocur as far couth ub Lake
37
Mistassini,' while to the north suraoer days with enow and
'50
sleet are not uncooQOn at Hudson Strait.’
37 Albert Peter Low, "Geological Report on the Chibougamu
Mining Itegion in the Northern Part of the Province of Que-
bee," Panada Geol. Survey. 1905
. p. 16, 1906.
G. C. Soughner
.
""’KW Cl iiaafee ' of Canada, ” Quarterly jour.
•io,yal Hot, aoc .. 50:430, 1937.
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CHAPTER IV
SOIIS
Soil la a combination of mineral and organic substances
which has evolved from a parent material
,
the mantle rook or
regolith* The most important factor in transforming regolith
into soil is the climate, and as the climate changes so does
the soil*
The soils of Quebec are almost all post-glacial in age,
for the Pleistocene glaciers scoured the land and removed the
existing soil and decomposed rook* The occurrence of pre-
glacial soil Is extremely rare* The present soil has developed
largely from glacial till, glacio-fluvial, alluvial, and
marine deposits* The time that has elapsed since Quebec was
uncovered by the retreating ice sheet has been geologically
short so that mature soil profiles are often the exception
rather than the rule*
Quebec is a very large area with much of it uninhabited
and unexplored* As a result, little is known about the soils
of the Province, and it is only in the more densely populated
areas that sell studies have been made*
53
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X* 'Tundra.
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The tundra soils extend north of a line from Richmond
Gulf to TJngava Ray. This line is nowhere definite, but repre-
sents a transitional zone botween tho podzols to the south
and the tundra soils to tho north.
Tundra soils lie outside the limits of the forests and
are occupied largely by mosses, dwarf willows, end other arc-
tic plants. The soil profile indicates excessive, instead of
deficient, moisture. This is because the surface evaporation
is low and the subsoil are permanently frozen within a few
feet of the surface. The dominant features in the formation
1
of the tundra soil is physical weathering and water-logging.
Chemical weathering is retarded because of the long periods
of intense cold. Tundra soils are therefore poor in clay and
2
exhibit a natural tendency towards peat formation.
The bettor drained sites of the arctic-fringe regions
have soils somewhat like podzols, but the usual hori-
zons include a thin peaty surface layer which is under-
lain by loamy horizons, one of them characteristically
plastic or even fluid.
3
The drainage of the tundra is poor, and marsh lands lie
between bare hillocks. In many places throughout the tundra
1 Gilbert wooding Robinson, Soils. Their Origin. Constitution
.
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regions ooarse unaltered glacial till may be found to a depth
of many feet. Because of these unfavorable conditions, the
bog areas are unsuitable for tillage and they support vegeta-
tion which serves only as pasture.
2. Podzols.
The soils of Quebec south of the tundra can be classed as
podzols, though this is only a general classification, for
those in the north must necessarily differ from those in the
south. In the northern part the soils are developed under con-
ditions similar to the tundra soils, for the limit of frozen
ground extends south to 63° which is about half way down James
4
Bay. The southern boundary of Quebec is close to the area of
the gray-brown podzolic soils.
The mature podzolic soil is developed in regions with a
subarctic climate and under a natural vegetation forest cover
which Is mainly coniferous. Bacterial action is hindered by
the long cold winters and by a forest litter of resinous pine
needleB. This permits a brown layer of humus or half-decom-
posed organic remains to accumulate. The dominant factor in
developing the horizons beneath the humus layer is the prev-
alenoe of Intense leaching and the excess of moisture."' The
* Ludwig Mocking
,
The geography of the Polar Regions . 1928,
C P* 203.
° Robinson, op . cit .. p. 232.
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horizon beneath the humus layer is bleached to & graylsh-whlto
oolor and beneath this 1b a zone of illuviation where there is
deposition of some iron, silica, and other minerals leached
from above. Sometimes, if conditions are favorable, the zone
of deposition may be cemented into a stony layer or hardp&n.
Beneath this zone of illuviation there is the parent material
which is unaltered.
Podzolic soils do not form very good agricultural land,
for when they are cultivated, the thin layer of surface hurras
is soon lost and the soil beneath requires intensive cultiva-
tion and fertilization.
3. Immature Soils.
In many places throughout Quebec the soils are immature
and undeveloped, being sands, gravels, clays, silts, and peats.
These soils may be near to those that are more maturely devel-
oped, but due to local conditions, they may lack a mature soil
profile.
Glaolo-laoustrlne Clays . Throughout Quebec there are ex-
tensive areas of clays deposited in old glacial lakes. Most
of the olays are compact and so they retard leaohlng. Thus the
soils are but weakly podzolic and that but for a small depth.
The largest area of clay soils is that occupied by former
lake O^ibway. Sere the olay soils are often very good. In
'
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the Abitibi region the glaoio-lacustrine clays afford very good
soil for hay, vegetables, and hardy oereals* The whole area
from Senneterre to the interprovinoial boundary has very good
6
clay soils* In some places In this area more than sixty per-
7
cent of the land is underlain by arable soils*
Karine Clays * Much of the St. Lawrenoo Lowland is under-
lain by marine clays deposited In the Champlain Sea* The
waters were not necessarily salty when the clays were deposited,
for they may have been brackish or even fresh* They were de-
posited, however, in a body of water connected with the Atlan-
tic* Along the Ottawa and St. Lawrenoo Hivers the clay soils
extend up to about 400 to 500 feet above sea level* /here the
olays are overlain by sands, the areas have little agricultural
value.0
° Harold Caswell Cooke, W. F. Jones, and J. B. Mawdsley,
"Geology and Ore Deposits of itouyn-Harricanaw Hegion, Quebec/
7 Canada Geologic al Su rvey . Memoir 166, 1931, p. 12*
0 Earl ^'ae'saler, "Geological Exploration on the North Shore,
Botsiamites (Bersiraes) to Manicouagan," Annual Report of
the Quebec Bureau of Mines, 1932
.
part D, p* Il7.
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CHAPTEB 7
>
HYDBOGRAPHY
Hydrography is the description and study of water; of boob,
lakes, and rivers. Lakes and rivers derive their water di-
rectly or indirectly from atmospheric prooipitation, which in
Quebec is sufficient to fill thousands of natural depressions
with water, and their overflow gives rise to great numbers of
streams and large rivers. The Department of Lands and Forests,
Quebec, has published a list of the w$ter powers in Quebec,
and the basis of subdivision used here for the Province is
1
taken from this publication.
1. St. Lawrence Hiver.
The St. Lawrence Hiver drainage is considered to include
the river from the Ontario boundary to Montreal. The course
of the pre-Pleistocene St. Lawrence Hiver was changed by gla-
ciation and the present course from Lake Ontario to Montreal
is in a post-glacial channel. The river has not yet had time
to grade its channel, and so the river has many rapids over
2
shallow stretohes, rooky islands in its course, and it des-
* List of Water Powers in the Province of Quebec
.
19B8, Dept.
of Kwidfl and Forests, ueVeV, pp.
K Wallace Walter Atwood, The Physiographic Provinces of Worth
America
. 1940, p. 173.
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conds 131 feet in the relatively short distance from the On-
3
tario boundary to Montreal.
2. Ottawa Hiver Basin.
The Ottawa Hiver basin has a total area of about 56,000
4
square miles. The pre-glacial drainage of the Ottawa Hiver,
like that of the St. Lawrence Hiver, was different from that
of today. In pre-glacial times the ancestor of the present
river was probably much smaller than the modem Ottawa which
g
flows through some of its pre-glacial rock valleys. The
present river is a series of lake-like expansions separated
by falls and rapids, while In itB lower oorrse the river has
6
cut terraces in the marine clays that form its banks and bed.
Several large tributary rivers entor \he Ottawa Hiver from
the north. The Blaok, Goulonge, and Gatineau Hivere flow
through sand banks ?diere the current is slow, or rush over
7
rooky rapids and falls. The Gatineau Hiver, the most import-
ant tributary of the Ottawa, is especially valuable as a
source of water power, for with a watershed of 9,640 Bquare
? List of rfater Powers, op. oit., p. 6.
; ibia .. p*s
'si.
1
V/. Johnston, "Pleistocene and Heoent Deposits in the
Vicinity of Ottawa with a Description of the Soils," Panada
Dept. Mines . Memoir 191, 1917, p. 7.
7 7TX. Hetty, "Reconnaissance along the Goulonge and Black
riivera, Pontiac County," Annual Beport of the Quebec Bureau
of Mines. 1932 , part D, p. Y0 ."
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ralloe, and a fall of 400 foot in tho last 82 miles, it is ad-
rairably suited for power development*
3* Saguenay River Basin*
The Saguenay River basin has an area of 30,000 square
8
miles* Many largo rivers drain into Lake St* John which oc-
cupies the contra! part of the basin* Tho Lake itself is 26
milos long by 20 miles wide, but despite itB else, it is com-
Q
paratively shallow, the deepest part being only 200 feet."
The Saguenay River, whioh drains Lake St* John, descends 300
feet from the Lake to tidewater at Chicoutimi**0 The stretch
from Lake St. John to Chiooutimi is post-glacial, and it has
been suggested that Lakes Kenogaml and Vert may bo part of the
pre-glaeial bed of the Saguenay. 11 The Saguenay River, from
Chiooutimi to its mouth on the St* Lawrence, Is deep in many
places; at Point Laboure it is 300 feet deep and 600 feet at
its mouth*12 Steamers can ascend the Saguenay for tons of
miles and it has been correctly called a true fiord. The ex-
Q
* List of Water Powers, op* cit., p. 6*
y Bertrand T* Denis, "MorthwesT part of Lac-£alnt-Jean
Region," Annual Report of the Quebec Bureau of Minea. 1933 »
part D, p.' 54.
List of Rater Powers, Loc * oit.
Bertrand T* Denis, "The" liimarl Map-area, Chicoutimi County,"
Annual Report of the tiebeo Bureau of Mines. 1932
.
part D,
R. Chalmers, "Surface Geology of Sastem Quebec," Geol *
Sur* Canada, new ser*, 16:266, 1904.
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act origin of the lower fiord-like part of the river la uncer-
tain, for it 1b not due entirely to erosion, faulting, or
glaolatlon, which are the usual explanations given for the
trench of the lower Saguenay.
4. St. Lawrence North Shore Drainage.
The St. Lawrence north shore drainage area includes all
the territory tributary to the north shore of the St. Lawrence
Hiver and Oulf
,
excluding the Ottawa and the Saguenay River
basins. There are many rivers in the stretch between Montreal
and the mouth of the Saguenay, the more important being the
Assomptlon, Du Loup, St. Maurice, Batlscan, St. Anne do la
Perade, Jacques Cartier, Montraoronoy, St. Anne de Beaupre, and
1 *5
ilalbaie. The St. Maurice Hiver, with all its large rapids
and falls, is the most important of these many rivers.
The north shore from the Saguenay Hiver to the end of tho
Oulf of St. Lawrence has many great rivers flowing into it,
all having many rapids and falls in their courses. These
rivers are the Bersimis, Outardes, JSanieouagan, St. Iifarguorite,
14Sheldrake, Magpie, St. John, Romaine, and Natashquan.
List of Water Powers, og. clt .
.
p. 7.
Loo. oit.
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6* St. Lawrence South Shore Drainage.
The St. Lawrenoe eouth shore drainage Includes all the
territory in Quebec tributary to the south shore of the St.
Lawrence River and Gulf. The riverB are small, short, and
have little volume. The principal rivers to the west of the
City of Quebec are the Chateauguay, Richelieu, Yamoska, St.
1
R
Francois, Beoancour, Hlcolet, and Chaudiero. A peculiarity
of the rivers is that where some of them out through the Sut-
16
ton Mountains there are neither falls nor rapids. East of
Quebec City the drainage narrows down to a width of 30 miles
and here the rivers are comparatively small. The more im-
portant ones are the Sud, Quelle, du Loup, Trois Pistoles,
17
Rimouskl, Mitis, Matane, Cap Chat, St. Anne, and Magdalen.
The Matane, Cap Chat, and Sainte Anne rise to the south of
18
the Shiokshook Mountains.
6. Chaleur Bay Drainage Area.
The Chaleur Bay drainage has a total area of 8,100 square
19
miles. Many of the streams rise in tho Tabletop Mountains
P* ®*
7oEn A. Dresser, "Preliminary Report on the Serpentine and
Associated Rooks of Southern Quebec." Canada Dept. Mines.
Memoir 22, 1913, p. 10.
List of Water Powers, op. oit., p. 8.10 Frederick J. Alcock, "livers of Gaspe," Qeol. Soo. America
Bull .. 39:406, 1928.
Met of Water Powers, Loo , oit .
i
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20
with their sources In cirques. Tho chief rivers are the
Hatapedia, Nouvelle, Little Cascapedla, Bonaventure, Grand
21
Paboo, St* John, York, and Dartmouth, while the largest is
22
the Casoapedia* The basins of the rivers are small so they
have little use for water power, as the flow is relatively
small compared to that of the other drainage areas*
7. St* John JUver Drainage.
}
' •*
»
The portion of the St* John Hlver drainage that lies with-
in Quebec Is very small* Lake Temlsoouata has possibilities
as a good storage resevoir for the development of the St*
251
John Hivor in New Brunswick.
8* James Bay Drainage,
t >
The James Bay drainage area la almost entirely within the
Laurentian Upland and so it has the characteristics of the
lakes and rivers of the Upland. The principal rivers are the
Harrioanaw and Nottoway which flow from the south, and the
24
Hupert, Broadbaok, Eastmain, and Big Hivers from the east*
20
Islwyn /lnwaloo Jones, '’The Tabletop Map-area, Gaspe Penin-
sula,” Annual -to port of the uebec Bureau of Mines, 1932
.
part 0, p. f
.
List of Water Powers, Log. oit*
22 Frederick J* Alooek, "Ac rose ^aspe , " Oeog* '-toy *. 14:212,
1 ^24 .
pf List of Water Powers, op * oit *. p* 8.
** Loc* oit*
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All have many large rapids and falls in their courses, while
roost of then have large lakes somewhere along their courses,
either as a source
,
or as an expansion of the channel into
standing water. The lakes In the Cloy Belt are generally
shallow* Lake Abitibi, which has an area of 335 square miles,
26
is less than 10 feet deep for almost its entire area*
James Bay itself is unusually shallow for such a large
body of water* The gradient from the shore to the middle is
about 2 to 3 foet per mile, which is considerably lower than
that of most sea bottoms* The greatest depth is only 260 feet
26
near Cape Jones* The shore of the Bay slopes so gradually
that the change in tide may shift the shoreline six or more
miles*
9. Hudson Bay Drainage*
This drainage system lies within the Laurentian Upland
with vast areas lying unexplored in any detail, and most being
known only from the descriptions of a relatively few geolo-
gists of the Canadian Geological Survey* The principal rivers
are the Great Vhale, Hastapoca, De Troyes, Povingnituk, and
2® M. E. Wilson, "Kbwaganw)Lafce Map-Area, Quebec," Canada Geol *
Survey, Memoir 39, 1913, p* 17.
iSO Harold Caswell Cooke, "Studies on the Physiography of the
Canadian Shield. II. Glaoial Depression and Post-Glacial
Uplift," Iloyal Soo* Canada Proc* and Trans *. 3d ser*,
24:68, 193ft
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and Little /hale. The Povingnituk has the greatest discharge
into Hudson Bay and is almost equal to the Ottawa River in
„
27
volume.
Hudson Bay, like James Bay, is relatively shallow. Tho
greater part is less than 500 feet deep while the lowest re-
p p
corded depth is 846 feet below sea level. It is, in foot,
an epicontinental sea.
10. Ungava Bay Drainage.
The Ungava Bay drainage area includes the region where
the wators drain into Hudson Strait, Ungava Bay, and a little
northeast to the Atlantic Ocean. Almost the entire area
south of Ungava Bay is drained by the Koksoak River, while
the other principal rivers are the (Jeorge, /hale. Leaf, and
Payne.
Hudson Strait is 500 miles long and has a minimum width
of 80 miles. Its great depth is probably due to glacial ero-
sion. Strong tidal currents keep it from freezing over
entirely in the winter but even in summer the Strait is often
filled with floating loe that has drifted in from the north.
^
27 Robert J. Flaherty, "Two Traverses across Ungava Peninsula,
Labrador » Oyog^jjgj> , 6:132, 1918.
Cooke, 1950. Loe . oTt .
tX Cooke, 1930, op7 cITr, p. 71.30 Harold S* PatTon, ^Canada 1'v/UkU. W * -CM WWH '
Oeog .. 6:231, 1929.
b advance to Hudson Bay," Boon.
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PA3P II
HIJim GEOGRAPHY

HUMAN OSOOaiPHY
Man is a product of the earths Burfaoe and, os such, he
is neither an independent being, nor ie he a more automaton
fatally directed by nature* Man is "in contact with th©
forces, influences, and agencies of tho external world"2 and
In reacting and adjusting himself to them he himself becomes
a geographic faotor*
Tho environment does not control man but he adjusts him-
self to It* Natural conditions may restrict and influence
him, but only within certain limits* This viewpoint differs
essentially from that of the exponents of environmentalism Who
stress the controlling effect of the physical environment*
The early Indians of Quebec lived under essentially the same
physical conditions as do the inhabitants of Quebec today, but
the great differences between then and now are not due to
propitious changes In the environment, but to a better adjust-
ment to it, whioh is made possible through Increased knowledge*
As knowledge increases, this adjustment will become more and
more complete, while the bonds that unite man and his environ-
ment will increase in number and become stronger*
J Jean Brunhes, L* Irrigation . 1902, p* 440*
~ Jeon Brunhes, fftuaan geography
. 1925, p* 57.3 Lee, cit.
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Although manufacturing Is an important phase of human
geography, with a definite physiographioal basis, no separate
sootlon la devoted to it In the following study. It is not
neglected, however, even though the material dealing with it
la not assembled as a unit. The more important physiogra-
phical bases are treated in the ohapters on population die-
trlbution, agriculture, and transportation.

CHAPYJ5R VI
po?ul*tigh distribution.
The original hope of the early French explorer© In Canada
was to find a short and direct route to China, but they found,
±
instead, wealth in the fur trade of Canada. This fur trade
began the economic importance of Canada* The early settle*
ments, such as Quebec, Three Rivers, and Mont areal, wero founded
to protect this fur trade and to spread the Christian faith
rt
among the Indians* its trade and colonisation increased, the
population grei* from 3,215 in 1666, to 12,263 in 1685, 69,810
in 1766, 1,359,000 in 1871, and 2,874,000 in 1931.
4
The pre-
6
sent population is about 80 percent French Canadian and 86
percent Roman Cathollo.6 Most of the French in Canada live in
Quebec, where they have their own language, religion, and dis-
tinctive culture* The Quebec French are more French than the
7
people of Ontario and the United States are Snglish*
John Murray Gibbon, Canadian Mosaic
. 1939, p* 19.
J. C. Sutherland. The Province of 'uebec : Geographical and
Social Studies. i9S!T"pV"7S:
raid..
1
p.” m."
'
Statistical Year Book. Quebec. 1939. 1940. p. 68.
_ mjrrrrrr. *—
6 TOT.’ p. 66.
7 TTTTen Churchill Semple, "The Worth Shore Villages of the
lower St. Lawrence" in Zn Friedrich Ratsela Gedaohtnis .
Leipzig, 1904, p. 361.
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The French Canadian has two do finite ideal© in life (1)
to increase the French race; and (8) to eproad tho Catholic
religion by the building of self-contained agricultural com-
munities which depend little upon the vlolseitudos of Indus -
8
try. The birth rate is high, being 84.3 per 1,000 popula-
tion, compared to 16.7 per 1,000 population for the United
Q
Dtatas during 1936. The church has always helped coloniza-
tion.^0 It plays a real and vital part in the lives of the
people of Quebec and cannot be ignored in any geographic study.
Quebeo has to face the problem of a growing population
which must find a means of livelihood. Thero are vast areas
of unsettled land in the Province, but the problem resolves
Itself into not Where there is land to settle, but what part
of the land should be settled. The Provincial government has
adopted a sane position regarding this problem since 1877 when
it annoimoed a system of surveys to prevent the settlement of
11
unsuitable land. The problem of this chapter is to study
where the people may settle, where they havo settled, and
where they have not. It may sometimes be as important to
know why people do not live in a place as to know why they do.
® Isaiah Bowman, "Geography in the Creative Experiment,"
n Goo^* A?* *- 28:18, 1938.
btailstical Year Book, op. oit., p. 91.
Bowman, op. oit., p. 18.
11 Ibid ., p. 17.
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1. Population Distribution in tho axyelogruphio Provinces*
Quebec haa an area of 594,5.14 square railoe and a popula-
tion of 3,200,000*^ (for 1938) Which gives a ra&n-land ratio of
six persons per square mile. The people of Quebec obviously
are not souttered uniformly throughout the length and breadth
of the Province, but are concentrated in certain more densely
settled areas* It is this location of man's home which is the
13
most important geographic element that influences him*
Laurentlan Upland * The population of the Iaurentian Up-
land is about 350,000 [personal estimate] or about 1 to 2
persons per square mile* Most of tho inhabitants live south
of the 49 parallel, while the vast area from here to Cape
Wolstenholme
,
1,000 miles to the north, is almost uninhabited,
except for possibly one or two thousand people* Abitibi
Cminty, in the west of the Provinoe and bordered on the north
14by the 49 parallel, has a population of 55,000 people. The
Counties to the south and southeast of Abitibi lie partly in
the Upland end partly in the Rowland, with only several being
entirely within the Upland* Wherever the same County extends
over the two physiographic provinces, the denser population is
M Statistical Year Book, 0£. olt *. p* 95*
Ellsworth Huntington ana Sumner W. Cushing, grindpies of
n gnman geography. 1922, p* 2*
** Statistical Year Book, op* oil., p* 95.
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visually within the Lowland. The Provincial government is try-
ing to settle people In thie southwestern section of the Upland
especially in the Clay Belt, which is the bottom of former
Lake OJibway-Barlow.^
The settlements within the Upland generally follow the
railway pattern, especially where the railway preoedod settle-
ment. A line of scattered population follows the transcontin-
ental railway, particularly in the part of the Clay Belt that
lies within Abitibi County. Here the people live near the
railway or along roads leading from it. ?hero are branch
railways leading from the Lowland which connect with points
in the Upland. Hive r Volleys with no railways ore also the
sites of looal settlements, which, however, are never large
because of transportation difficulties in the winter. The set-
tlements along the southern margin of the Upland, which borders
on the Hiver and Gulf of St. Lawrence, are mostly along the
shoreline. From Cap des Monts to Quebec City about the only
villages are those at the mouths of tributary streams, which
form poor harbors, as the St. Lawrence estuary is one of
emergence*^ Communication between the villages and the rest
of the Province is difficult. The coast from Cap des Monts to
15 John lim Handall, "Agriculture in the Great Clay Belt of
Canada," Scottish Geog. Mag.. 66:20, 1940.
Bode rick Feuttie, ^Ye leolat ion of the Lower St. Lawrence
Valley," Geog. Bev ,. 5:107, 1918.
I.
-
.
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the Labrador border la almost uninhabited, while north of this
the population Is confined largely to a few lumbermen, trap-
pers, and Indians*
The Laurentian Upland is the last great frontier gone in
Quebec* It has long been a barrier to man and has set his
present northern limit of habitation*
If the frontier becomes permanent, and If the limita-
tions of frontier life endure, deterioration may ro»
suit* That Is the problem of the Canadian Shield •*'
St* Lawrence Lowland * The greatest concent ration of pop-
ulation In Quebec has always been within the St* Lawrence Low-
land* During the French regime the settlements were confined
principally to that part of the St* Lawrence Volley between
Montreal and Quebec City where there was the fertile marine
10
clay to farm* The early olearlngs and farms spread along the
St* Lawrence and Richelieu Rivers and then farther from the
water, until now almost all of the Lowland Is inhabited* All
the large cities of the Province are situated within the Low-
land, but many are just at the southern border of the Upland*
Hull, Three Rivers, and Quebec, all at the northern border of
the Lowland, serve to emphasise the real distinction between
the population density of the Lowland and that of the Upland
J']?
Bowman, op* olt*
,
p* 17*
Harry H* Lewis, ’’Population of Quebec Province: Its Dis-
tribution and Natural Origins,” Boon* Geog * 16:59, 1940*
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only about two to five miles to the north*
The Lake St* John Lowland is an oasis of population with-
in the Inhospitable Upland* About 50,000 people are in the
Lowland, while the surrounding Upland is almost barren of set-
19
tlement* This is a striking example of population distri-
bution as affected by the physiographic history of the region,
for if it wore not for the post-Ordovician faulting and ero-
sion, the Lowland would not now exist, and would be as sparsely
settled as the adjoining and surrounding Upland*
Appalachian Highlands* The population of the Appalachian
Highlands Is concentrated within the Kastem Townships* The
Qaape ^Peninsula is almost uninhabited except for the coastal
20 /
zone* The settlements in the Gaspe are largely on the ter-
races and not in the interior* The total population of the
Highland province is about 600,000 jpersonal estimate] Sher-
21brooks being the largest city, with a population of 30,000*
The population density is fairly uniform throughout the Eastern
Townships with concentrations along the valleys.
Hudson Bay Lowland * The total population of the Hudson
Robert Um Glendinning, "The Distribution of Population in
the Lake St. John Lowland," door* Hev *. 24:232, 1934*
150 Frederick J. Aloook, "Gasps Peninsula ; its geology and
mineral possibilities," In Heport of Mining Operations,
__ 1927, Quebec Bureau of Mines. 1928, p. 163*
Statistical Year ’Book, op* olt *. p. 63.
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Bay Lowland is not over 1,000 people [personal estimate] •
There are three Hudson Bay Posts, at Hupert House, Kaet Main,
and Port George* Settlement is associated with these Posts*
2* Population Distribution and Climate*
The climate under which people live is one of the most im-
portant elements in human geography* Cliraato determines what
people must wear, their energy and health, the kind of shelter
needed, and the crops that can be raised* The exponents of
climatic determinism attribute a great deal to the effect of
climate upon man* The beat climate, according to Huntington,
Is one in which the mean temperature never falls below the
mental optimum of 38°, or rises much above the physical optimam
22
of 60° to 65°. The conditions which have the greatest influ-
ence on health and energy are temperature, humidity, and vari-
23
ability* The daily ohange In temperature seems to be more
Important than relative humidity. 8* According to the climatic
viewpoint on civilisation, southern Quebec Is favorable, but
the northern areas, if settled, are doomed to stagnation* Man,
however, is very adaptable* He can live in the heat of the
tropics, or in the oold of the arotio* In man's present stage
%% Ellsworth Huntington, Civilisation and Ollnate. 1915, p. 12a
Ellsworth Huntington and Sumner W* flushing. Principles of
24 gfflgn 1922 . ?; 251 •** Huntington, 1915, op. ait., p. 131.
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of knowledge there are certain climatic limits beyond which he
cannot pees with impunity, but whether these limits can be
regarded as permanent has yet to be proved. Extreme heat can
be disregarded in Quebec as a limit on human habitation, for no
aroa remains hot for more than a few days atfa time. It is the
cold of the winters and the Burners that is the important
problem.
The people of Quebec live under certain definite rangos of
temperature and precipitation. This does not necessarily mean
that it is climate which determines where the people are liv-
ing. If In any particular region olimate is the only unfavor-
able factor, settlement may be possible because of the natural
resources, strategic location, or some other cause. A mining
region would be one where people might live under unfavorable
climatic conditions. Areas now thought too oold for agricul-
ture may, upon discovery of quickly maturing plants, have a
very definite agricultural value. The influence of olimate
upon man’s health, energy, and distribution of settlement, is
one that needs farther study, and in the absence of farther
evidence, th© correct approach to the study should be one of
caution in ascribing too great a role to climate.
Temperature . Table I gives th© temperature conditions for
four selected stations in Quebeo whloh matk the extreme limits
under which the greatest part of the population of the Province
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TABLE I
MEAN MONTHLY TEMPERATURES
FOR SELECTED STATIONS
fIn degrees F •
)
Station
J F M A U
Month
J J A S 0 r D
Mistassini -2 0 14 33 48 67 64 60 52 40 24 7
Amos -2 1 16 32 46 67 62 59 60 39 24 6
Sherbrooke 13 12 26 39 53 61 68 64 56 46 32 19
Gasps 8 9 20 33 45 56 64 63 52 43 29 18
Station
TABLE II
MEAN MONTHLY PRECIPITATION
FOR SELECTED STATIONS
(In inches
)
MonthJFHAMJJASOND
Mistassini
Amos
Sherbrooke
2,4 2,1 1,6
2.8 1,1 1.8
3.1
2.6 2.8
2.2
2.5 3.6
2.4 2.3 2.8
2.7
2.8 3.7
3.7 3.1 2.9
3.8 5.8 3.7
3.2
3.5 3.8
2.8 2.1 2.8
2.8
2.8 2.3
3.1 2.8 3.0
Gaspe 2.7 2,4 1.9 3.4 2.7 2.0 2.9 2.6 2.6 3.2 2.7 2.9
Prom A, J. Connor, Meteorological Tables . Canada Department of
the Marine, (Reprinted from the Canada ¥ear Book, 1931).
Ottawa: F. A. Aoland, 1931, pp. 16-17., 32 pp.
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lives* Amos, in Abitlbl County, is on the northwest boundary
of the settlement in the Clay Belt* Mistassini limits the set-
tlement in the extreme northeast of the Upland, Sherbrooke in
the Appalachian Highlands, and Gasps ' on the extreme east of the
inhabited part of the Province* Here there is tho maximum
range of temperature possible for the settled areas* The
greatest variations between stations In January do not go higher
than 16°, or -2° to 13° ?• The summer temperatures are even
more uniform with an extreme range in June of only 6° P* Al-
though the winter and summer temperatures do not vary a great
deal, it most be remembered that the more northerly stations
oan have extreme cold in the winter and very cool spells oven
In tho summer* The limiting condition, if there is one, is
the cold of the summer rather than tho cold of the winter*
Throughout the areas under consideration, agriculture is im-
possible during the winter, so a difference of ten degrees
dees not greatly affeot the people* The shorter northern sum-
mers., do, however, limit the types of crops that oan be grown,
and so the population in an essentially agricultural Province*
Precipitation* Table II, page 80, shows that the preolp-
itatlon is adequate and well distributed throughout the in-
habited regions* Precipitation is hardly a limiting factor,
for it is neither excessive nor too little in any area of the
Province.
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3* Population Distribution and Natural Resources.
Quebec is a Province abundantly supplied with natural re-
sources, Some of them are Irreplaoeabl e, like minerals, but
have not all been discovered. Others are replaceable, like
forests, but need care in order that they remain available for
use. Still others, like water power, are inexhaustible
•
Soil is one of the greatest of the natural resources, but
is so important in Quebec that a separate chapter will be de-
voted to its utilization in agriculture.
Forest . The forests of Quebec extend south of a line
25
drawn from Richmond Gulf to Ungava Bay. North of this the
land is treeless, while to the south there is the scantily
wooded northern coniferous belt. This northern coniferous
belt becomes more densely wooded until it merges with the
northern forest belt along a line from the mouth of the Nott-
away River to Lake Ilelville in Labrador. This belt has many
black spruce, because of the extensive areas of poorly drained
lands. There is much jack-pine on the higher and drier sites,
while the aspen and white birch are cmite widely distributed. w
The southern boundary of this belt is from Lake Abitlbi to
^ yrank Dawson Adams, The National Domain in Canada and Its
^PwMgccw.itf.tton. 1915
,
M pp.
w Roland D. Craig, "The Forest Resources of Canada,” Boon .
OeQft. . 11:403, 1926.
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Lake St, John, to Mingan, south of which lies the transition
holt* The prevailing trees are the white pine, red pine, white
27
spruce, and the balsam fir* This is separated from the
mixed hardwood-softwood belt by a line going from Lake Timis-
kaming to the mouth of the Saguenay, Here the white pine
reached its greatest development, but the area has been lum-
bered so extensively that many of the pines have been replaced
op
by 8T>ruce, balsam fir, jack-pine, and hardwoods. The belt
south of this was originally covered with hardwoods (maple,
elm, beech, basswood, ash, yellow birch, oak, hickory, and
butternut) and a few scattered conifers, but much has been
lumbered, ' Along the south shore of the St, Lawrence there
were formerly many red spruce, white pine, balsam fir, and
30 /
mixed hardwoods. In the Gaspe Peninsula balsam fir and spruoi i
31
predominate on the higher land.
Lumbering started early in Quebec, The seventeenth cen-
tury saw the beginning of lumbering operations on a small
scale. Some of the wood cleared for farms was burnt and potash
32
obtained from the ashes.*"" By the eighteenth century oak,
pine, and elm were used for shipbuilding and some other kinds
27
28 Loo * o it
,
T5Td.7~P. 402.no AUXU. . ,
Zl rol4 ,
.
p. 401.
draig
,
op . cit., p. 401,
^ Islwyn Vinwaioo Jones, "The Tabletop ISap-area, Oaspe Penin-
sula," Annual Report of the
p • 12 •
Quebec Bureau of Mines. 1932 .
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were exported, 33 lumbering becrae inoroaoingly Important dur-
ing the nineteenth century with the demand for paper.
The present lumbering operations do not extend ouch north
of a line from Lake Abitibi to Lake St. John. The trees are
felled in the winter and the logs sent down the rivers in the
spring and the summer. Many of the men in the villages of the
Upland earn some money by working in the lumber camps during
the otherwise unprofitable, but long winter season. Such local
lumbering operations in many parte of the Upland are of eon-
side rable importance in the support of the people. Thero are
larTo stands of timber north of the Hudson Bay-St. Lawrence
watershed, and it might be profitable to build industries here
34
to use the lumber. In the western part of poobec the lumber
is especially valuable for use in the mines, thus making rela-
35
tively cheap raining possible.
The commercial forests of the Province extend south of
the 52° north latitude. 3** Those forests have played a vital
part in the economy of Quebec and will continue to do so for
a long tine if this resource is not wasted. The lumber camps,
37
laillo, and factories employ ovor 80,000 people annually,' The
® Loo. oit.
04 T7"J."1T%eill # "The Exploitation and Conservation of Min-
eral ieeouroea in a Balanced Development of Canada." Hoyal
Soc. Canada J>roo. and Trans.. 3d ser.. 34s9. 1940.
35 Craig, op. oit., p. DUB.
Statistical /ear Book, op. cit., p. 316,
37 !*>!&«- 315.
’
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manufacturing of th© St. Lawrence Valley is closely associated
with the pulp and paper industry, which depends on an adequate
and cheap supply of pulpwood. u ?ith this great importance
attached to the lumber industry, the preservation of the Pro-
vincial forests is of immediate concern to Quebec. The gov-
ernment and private companies are doing much in this regard by
forest fire prevention methods and the study of silviculture.
Mine ral . The present occurrences of minerals are obvious-
ly due to past geologic action. Minerals are either in a
place or they are not, and no amount of human effort can change
this faot or replace them once they are gone. Quebec is
fortunate, however, in possessing an abundant supply of miner-
als which are accessible and commercially valuable. These
mineral© wore formed during many geologic periods. Most were
formed deep beneath the surface of the earth during periods of
igneous activity and Intense metamorphism. Uplift and erosion
have exposed these minerals at the surfaoe. The minerals of
Quebee can be divided into three general types (1) metalllcs;
(2) non-metallies; and (3) building materials (some of which
should more accurately be classed as rocks).
Most of the metallic minerals are found In the Laurentian
Upland. These minerals are usually associated with the periods
Joseph iussell Smith, Men and aesouroes . 1937, p. 568.
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of igneous activity in the later Pro-Cambrian* These mineral-
ized areas are now exposed at the surface and often oontlnue
deep beneath the ground. Prospecting for theso minerals is
sometimes easy, sometimes hard, depending upon the amount of
mantle material and vegetation cover* There glacial deposits
are thick, as in the Clay Belt, prospecting is an arduous task,
but in other areas it is often easy, because of the many fresh
rook exposures with no weathered material or soil to conceal
the bedrock* Minerals have been found in many areas, but com-
mercial production is not always possible for the base metals,
because of transportation costs* Most of the ores that are
being mined are in western Quebec*
Cold is the most important mineral in the Province, this
including moth metallic and non-metallic minerals* The gold
is found associated with the iilgoman intruslves In western
39
uebec* Copper, which is next in Importance among the
40
metallic minerals, is mined in western Quebec, while silver
is obtained as a by-product from the treatment of copper and
41gold ores* Thus the most valuable minerals are concentrated
in the Pre-Cambrian of western Quebec. These mines employ
39 Ontario's Mines and Mineral Heeouroes, sixth edition, 1936,
AO Ontario Dent* of Mines , p. 13.
Mining Industry arid Statistics of the Province of Quebec
for the year 1938, Quebec Bureau of Mines, 1939
. p. 7.
Mining Industry and statistics, op* oii *. p*
..
,
.
,*
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10,000 workmen a year. & This figure assumes more importance
when it is realised that these workmen have fumilies, and that
this necessitates the establishment of stores, theaters, public
buildings, hospitals, and other services in regions that other-
wise might not bo settled. These mining towns give a market
for the produce of the Clay Belt.
The throe commercially most important non-metallie min-
erals are, in order, asbestos. Industrial lime, and magnosltlc-
43dolomite. Asbestos has a value greater than all of the
others combined. The asbestos, which is found in the serpen-
tine belt of the Eastern Townships, consists of a series of
Igneous intrusive rooks of basic composition.44 These rooks
are intrusive through sedimentary strata of Paleozoic age, and
may possibly be associated with a period of igneous activity
in Devonian time. There is a large present production at
Thetford which supplies a considerable proportion of the world*®
production.4® The industrial lime, which is used almost en-
tirely in the pulp and paper industry, comes from the hl$i-
caloium limestone of the St. Lawrence and Ottawa Valleys, the
Ibid., p. 7.
l/OO . oit .
John A. Dresser, "Preliminary Heport on the Serpentine and
iissooiated Hooks of Southern
. uebeo." Canada Dept, of Mines.
Memoir 22, 1913, p. 6.
AA cit .
Oliver Bowles and K. 0. Warner. "Asbestos." Minerals Year-
book. 1939
. p. 1315.
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Eastern Townships, Gasp© Peninsula, and the Lake St. John
47
district. The raagnesitio-dolomite cones from Grenville and
The chief demands in building materials are for cement,
sand, and gravel. Cement is made near Hull and Montreal Hast
from large deposits of good Pole osolo limestones. Sand and
gravel are found throughout the Province and oome largely from
glacial deposits. Most areas have their own local supply or
are not far from one.
Mining is one of the important industries of Quebec. Tho
minerals have beoome increasingly valuable to the Province
during the last few years and statistics tend to show that
this trend is likely to be still on the increase. At present
49
the mines give employment to about 25,000 workmen a year.
Fish . The fisheries of the Province are extensive and
50
are a considerable source of income for Quebec.' These fish-
eries are in both fresh and salt water. Of the two, the sea
fisheries are by far the most important, employing 11,000 out
of the 14,000 engaged in fishing operations.'^
The waters of the Gulf of St. Lawrence are cool, and not
Harrington townships.40
Ibid., p. 344
p. 340.
• , p • 41
*
.••
•
,
.
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too deep, thus favoring the feeding grounds of fish. Fish feed
upon plankton, which flourishes best in relatively shallow
water where sunlight can penetrate* "resh water plankton from
the St* Lawrence l&ver meets salt water plankton from the
CO
Labrador current, and both lntormingle in the Gulf.‘~ Here
conditions are favorable for fish* The sea fisheries are most
/ ggimportant for the Gasp© Peninsula, and part of the Saguenay*
Cod is the most important, but lobster, herring, salmon,
54
mackerel, and smelt catches have a considerable market value*
The inland fisheries have a smaller cash value than the
sea fisheries* Fish abound in the myriad lakes and streams,
but they can never be as commercially important as the sea
fisheries unless the latter are greatly depleted by overfish-
ing. The principal inland fish are bass, carp, ©els, maskln-
e C
onge, pike, pickerel, sturgeon, salmon, and white fish. ° The
most important value of the inland fisheries to £>uebeo is not
the actual catch in fish but the attraction that fishing offers
to sportsmen. About 15,000 people annually buy fishing
licenses* These sportsmen hire guides, boats, and equipment,
spend money for food and lodging, buy summer homes or organize
clubs, and in doing these and many other things they bring and
52
53
64
56
Sutherland, op. oit *.
Statistical War Hook,
Loo * oit *
HTTa.Tl). 343.
p. 88.
op * oit.. P • 341
*
‘••
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spend largo amounts of money In the Province, This invisible
revenue is considerable, and much is directly due to the at-
traction of the fish in the lakes and rivers. As the north
country ie opened up, and new roads built, more and more tour-
iBte will flock to the virgin fishing grounds of the Province.
Expensive clubs have already been built in many northern areas
where the only means of access is by piano. The preservation
of the lakes, rivers, forests, and fauna of tho north is cer-
tainly one of Quebec’s most Important problems.
Water
. Water is one of the absolute necessities of life,
but it is so plentiful in most places that its presence is
usually taken for granted. Only under catastrophic conditions
does the average human being realize its importance by its
absence. Its uses are many and great; it gives man drink,
waters his crops, floats his boats, gives him power, and adds
attractiveness to the scenery.
Water, in Quebec, is so plentiful, and so pure, that there
is little difficulty in obtaining enough for a domestic supply.
The thousands of lakes act as natural catchment basins for the
rain and melting snow, storing and regulating the water flow,
so that an adequate supply ie always assured. The lack of
water places no limit upon human oooupanoe in any region of
the Province.
"The water powers of the Province of Quebeo (excluding
.-
.
,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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soilj are undoubtedly the most valuable of its natural reaour-
flc
ces." The Upland especially abounds with lakes and rivers,
some of Which are dammed to o reate storage basins and power
sites. Water power depends primarily upon steep gradient,
large volume, and regularity of flow. Many large rivers des-
cend from the Upland to the St. Lawrence Lowland over a series
of rapid® and falls. The rainfall and snow is sufficient to
supply enough moisture to maintain a large volume of water in
the streams and rivers. The well distributed precipitation,
forest cover, and the n&ny lakes, all help to regularise the
flow of the rivers. The harnessing of the rivers gives Quebec
half the developed water power of Canada, and only a small
fraction of the total available power of the Province ie de-
veloped.^ Most of the hydroelectric plants are within the
Upland. /here the plants are big, there may be a local vil-
lage, but as the maintenance of a power plant requires only a
few people, these settlements are never large. It ie only the
installation of a power plant that gives any great employment,
so there i® no growth of "electric towns" corresponding to
"raining towns." Tho chief employment as a result of the de-
velopment of hydro-olectrio power ie that from the services
given in the distribution of electricity, and the sale of
^ Vator Powers of the Province of Quebec. Dept, of Lands and
RW ^ogeeVs.
"' ’ '
Statistical Year Book, oj>. olt .. p. 350.
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electrical appliances)*
Water power 1© especially valuable to QtMbee, for the
Province has no coal. A groat deal more power oan be dovoloped
than 1b now being used* To be need, however, water power moat
be economically accessible. In few places 1b it transmitted
more than 300 miles* Moet of the present sites are near the
Lowland where the power oon be used with the minimum amount of
transportation.
Industries use much water which must be plentiful, cheap,
and pure. This is especially true of the pulp and paper in-
dustry. Thus cities like Hull and Three Hivers, which have
both cheap pulpwood supplies nearby and an adequate supply of
good, pure, cheap water, can becomo important pulp and paper
centers.

CHAPTER VTI
AORICTOTtTHE
Agriculttire was introduced into Quebec early in the seven-
teenth century and was for long closely associated with feudal-
ism, which has recently been abolished* Richelieu first
planted feudalism in Canada &nd it was used (1) to produce a
harmless reflection of French aristocracy; and (8) to supple-
1
ment agencies for distributing land among the settlers* Then
land was granted to a seignior, both he and hie settlors alike
had to clear the land within a certain limited time, this be-
8ing done to prevent the lands of the colony from lying waste*
The seignior received annual payments in money, produce, or
both, but the Canadian settler scorned the name of peasant,
3
and then, as now, was called the habitant*
There was a certain characteristic pattern of settlement,
in early French Canada, whloh was determined by the us© of
rivers for transportation. The farms were long and narrow,
and fronted on the rivers, so each settler might have direct
access to river transportation. Thus each strip had a section
of arable land by the river, grazing land farther back, and
i Francis Par&man. The Old Regime in Canada. 1898. p. 294*
j Ibid ., p. 298-300.3 TTHTT.. pp. 299-303.
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behind this tho forested land that was not cleared. The
shapes of these farms were conducive to erosion and French
agricultural practices were baokward. By the beginning of the
nineteenth century, these conditions led to poor yields and
g
the abandonment of many wheat lands. The Provincial govern-
ment became bo alarmed over the emigration of many Prench-
Canadian fame re to the United States that explorers were sent
to the Clay Belt in 1870 - 1872 to study the possibilities of
settlement there. The Quebec government lias recognised its
agx’icultural problem and has faced it from a geographic view-
point. "The Province has been divided into twenty agricultural
districts according to the nature of the soil, the olimate, and
transportation facilities. 1,7 This division recognises the foot
that different problems aro faced by agriculture in different
geographic regions, and makes an attempt to treat such problems
according to the conditions of the region.
In this chapter on agriculture ©alphas is is laid upon the
physiographic conditions affecting agriculture. /Agricultural
activities, such as grain faming and dairying, are not treated
as units of study, but the physiographic bases, such as oli-
* Barry B. Lewie, " Population of Quebec Province: Its Bistri-
bution and Natural Origins,” goon. Ooog .. 16:61, 1940.
*? Hugh Hammond Bennett, Soil Oonservtr&on
. 1939, p. 937.b John 3. Randall, "Settlement of the Sreat Olay Belt of
Northern Ontario and Quebec , ” Qeog» oo . Phil. Bull .. 35:56,
n 1937
.
* Statistical Yearbook Quebec, 1939, Dept, of tSanicipal Affairs
Trade and Commerce. 1940, p. 265.
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mate, soils, population density, and transportation, are dis-
cussed in this and other chapters*
1. Agriculture and Climate*
Climate is of great importance to agriculture
,
for plants
can grow only within certain ranges of temperature and pro-
eipitation. Of th«3e two, temporaturo diffororioea are of
greater influence than precipitation, for the lattor is ade-
quate for almost all agricultural needs throughout tho Pro-
vince. In the northerly regions, by Hudson Bay, where the
precipitation is loss than to the south, there is adequate
moisture, because of the late coring thaws arid the low evap-
oration rate. In the great Clay Belt, late summer and o&j&y
autumn precipitation will sometimes interfere with tho ripening
n
of grains and the drying of hay, hut this is not usually very
serious. The precipitation in the couth of the Province is
adequate for al moat all agricultural needs, is fairly well
distributed throughout tho year, and is generally favorable to
agriculture. The winter precipitation makes little difference
to agriculture, the monthly variation^ in the summer being the
most important.
Temperature is the roal factor with which the farmer of
® John i* Handall, "Agriculture in the Great Clay Belt of
Canada,” Scottish Ceo^. Soc. Mag .. 56:17, 1940.
..
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Quebec oust deal* Frost may be expected during any month
9
throughout the Province, except for the maritime region.
This frost hazard increases from eouth to north. The average
frost free period at Montreal is 168 days, Quebec City 136
days,^ Clarke (which is Just beyond Pointc dee Monte) 97
days, x 100 days in the eastern part of the Clay Belt, While
heavy frosts occur in the Mistassini region in June and Aug-
13
ust, and frosts are liable to ooour during any summer month
14in the Harricanaw-Turgeon basin. It is a widespread belief
that the frost free period will be increased as areas of the
* c
north country are cleared and drained. Ho data is available
to prove this, but it Is reported to have been the oase in the
16
Lake St. John district. This seems plausible, for with the
removal of the forest growth, the snow will be exposed more to
the sun in tho spring, will melt earlier, and the ground will
be heated sooner. In Maritime Quebec the growing season
.j? Clarence Jugene Koeppe, The Canadian Climate. 1931, p. 45.
?z Koeppe, op. cit., p. 64.
Roderick' PeaTETe, "Climate in the Lower St. Lawrence 7&1-
ley. " Geog. Soe. Phil. Bull.. 21:31. 1923.
:fondal l," WSr; S3.
Albert Peter Low; "Geological Report on the Chibougamau
Mining Region in the ’Torthem Part of the Province of Que-
boo,” Canada Geol . Bur.
f
1905 , p. 16, 1906.
T. L. Canton, '%e Harricanaw-Turgeon Basin, Northern Que-
bec,” Canada Dept . of Mines
.
Memoir 109, 1919, p. 11.
1® Harold Caswell cooke, V/. Jones, and J. B. Mawdsley,
"Geology and Ore Deposits of Houyn-Harrioanaw Hegion, Que-
bee,” Canada Geol. Sur .. Memoir 166, 1931, p. 12.lo Loo , oi't .
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averages 3jr to 4 months, except along the north shore, and
1
7
frosts rarely ooour within this period.
The limit of permanently frossen ground lies approximately
half-way down James Bay.* This Is at about the potato limit,
whloh is just north of the barley limit, and considerably north
of the wheat limit.*9 In these northern sections, differences
of elevation above sea level appear to be more important than
20differences of latitude. The Hudson Bay Post at Mistassini,
1,200 feet above sea level, has killing frosta in summer, while
the post at taewanlpi in almost the same latitude, though 500
feet lower, often has good orops, for the cllmatio conditions
are more favorable.^ Even in this region, however, the lands
bordering Lake Mistassini were found once by Low to be frossen
solid within one foot of the surface in July, 1884, wherever
22
the trees wero dense.
2. Agriculture and Soils.
The groat agricultural area of Quebec is on the St. law-
17
18
19
20
21
22
Koeppe, op. pit .
.
p. 181.
Ludwig Meoking, The Geography of the Polar Regions . 1928,
p. 203.
Griffith Taylor, Environment. Haoe. and Migration
.
1937
?. Jll.
Low, 1906, op. Pit ., p. 15.
Low, 1906, op. oit. . p. 16.
Albert Peterhow," Heport on the Mistassini Expedition
1884-5." Geol. and Hat. Hist. Surv. Canada, now series.
1885. p. un
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renoe Lowlands* Here the clay soils are among the best In the
Province
.
Theee days, the Loda days, were laid down In the
Champlain Sea and are found throughout the Lowland and the
Kastern Townships. Within the Leda clays are slowly disin-
tegrating fossil shells which furnish phosphate of lime, a
valuable fertiliser*23 Some of the area, especially to the
north, is covered with the Saxicava sands, which are not so
fertile as the Leda clays* These marine clays and sands oocur
also along tho St. Lawrence Hiver and Gulf* Along the south
shore, from the Island of Orleans to Cap Chat, the lower marine
OA
terraces are fertile and very productive* * This is true also
25
in the liarsoul area, while along the north shore the best
land is also on marine clays* In much, if not most, of the
27
Appalachian Highlands, the soil is often too stony to farm*
The Lake St* John region, beoause of the good soil, is an
agricultural oasis within the forested Upland* The major set-
tlements are associated with adequately drained olay-loam
23 J. C. Sutherland, The Province of Quebec . 1922, p. 77.24 Roderick Peattie, Tsoi'at i on of the" "Lower St. Lawrence
Valley," Geop. -fry ., 5:103, 1918*20 Islywn Wlnwaloe Tone s , "Harooui Map-Area, Gospe Peninsula,"
oc Annual Peport of the Quebeo Bureau of Mine 8 . 1933 . p* 11.
c'ari
T
Faeosjer, "keologioal ikpl'oration on tie 'Worth Shore
aetsiomites (Bersiraisl to Manicouagan, ” Annual Report of
__ the Quebec Bureau of Mines. 1932
. p. 117.27 :£•'
'"'iC I-kic^ay
.
r
^eaueevilie Map-area. Quebec.” Canada Geol*
iur*. Memoir 127, 1921, p. 5.
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go
soils* These soils are derived largely from glacial debris
29
reworked by the Champlain Sea* Terraces extend from the
edge of the lake to the Upland, and it is here that agricul-
ture is found* 30 The establishment of the Upland-Lowland
boundary is of great importance to agriculture in order to
31
determine future places of settlement*
The settlements of the southern Upland are largely scat-
tered on glacio-fluvial, and glaoio-looustrine deposits* This
is especially true of some of the larger valleys like the
Gatineau* In the lower portions of such valleys the settle-
ments are on the Champlain marine clays, but in the upper
reaches they arc on the clays and sands deposited during glao-
ial retreat*
The great Clay Belt is the most northern area of Quebec
that at present offers any hope of greatly increased agricul-
tural settlement* The clay soils ore compact and heavy, and
are poorly drained, because the land is so level* They con-
tain, however, sufficient plant minerals to be productive, and
32
arc especially rich in lime, though looking phosphorous**'
88 Hobert £1* Glendinning, "The Distribution of Population in
the £ako St* John Rowland. Quebec." Geog* Bev*. 24:232.
oa 1934 .
Bertrand T. Denis, "The Simard Map-area, Chicoutimi County,"
aA Annual Report of the Quebec Bureau of Mines. 1932 . p. 70*30 Berirand T* i)enia
,
‘^forthwesi^part’ of fcao-fealnt-^ean region;
Annual ieport of the Quebec Bureau of Mines. 1933
. p. 64.
31 Ibid *, p* £3*
32 Randall, 1940, 0£* olt *. p* 19.
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Deep ploughing mixes the surface peat layer and the clay, pro-
ducing soil that is lees compact, better areated, and more
completely drained.*53 Sometimes conditions are very favorable
and locally production may be high* As nuoh as 200 bushels of
potatoes have been gathered from three-quarters of an aere. 3^
The Clay Belt, because of the unfavorable weather in the sum-
mer, lack of markets, and dietanoe from consuming centers, will
not soon become a good agricultural region. The Inhabitants of
the Clay Belt are largely French Canadian who are admirably
suited to pioneering and will succeed, if it is possible*
Various estimates have been given os to the agricultural
areas that might be settled, but all these vary considerably
according to the data used and the standard of living decided
upon. One estimate gives 13,500,000 acres in the Clay Belt,
2,560,000 acre© in the Lake St. John region, and 1,000,000 acres
are
in the Counties of Teraiscouata, Himouski, and Matapedia.
Another estimate gives different acreages, but i® interesting
because of the 1,280,000 acres of estimated agricultural land
between the mouth of the Ibioert Biver and Cape Jones. This
figure is probably considerably exaggerated. There are many
things which ©an be said to limit settlement in the north, but
Jf
00 • c it .
W.A. illson, -BCewagama Lake Map-Area, Quebec, 4* Canada Qeol .
«r Survey . Memoir, 39, 1913, p. 27.n :• M. Lower, Settlement and the forest frontier . 1936,
ry* P 19
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on© not usually thought of, find sometimes stated to he th«
37
greatest hand ioup to settlement, Is the mosquito*’ This In-
sect, together with the black fly, will often make living and
travel on ordoal In the north*
37 Koeppe, 0|>. Pit *. p. 159*

>CHAPTER YIII
TRANSPORTATION
There are four main methods of transportation in Quebec,
by road, railway, water, and air. Physiographic conditions
favorable to one method of transportation may be unfavorable
to another. The myriad lakes sometimes make road building
hard, but they aid planes to find ready landing fields in the
north. Certain adverse conditions must always remain, such as
the presence of snow in the winter, but others can b© overcome
by engineers, such a© the spanning of a river.
1. Physiography and River Transportation.
In 1538 Jaoques Cartier ascended the St. Lawrence River
to Hochelaga, and since then the river ha© seen the successive
advance of explorer, trader, colonist, and now the modern
mariner. The earliest settlements, such as Quebec, Three
Rivers, and Montreal, were established at favorable locations
along the St. Lawrence River* The site of Montreal was de-
termined by its position near the lower end of several rapids,
with the Ottawa River to the west, and the Richelieu River to
102
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the east** The explorers, traders, and priests, ascended the
tributary rivers by o&noes, starting from the convenient
riverine settlements suoh as Montreal. The St. Lawrence and
its tributaries become the highways of exploration and expan-
sion. There was a definite incentive to follow the rivers,
for (1) there was the early hope of finding a route to China;
and (2) the fur trade followed the waterways along the edge
of the Upland*
?ith the development, settlement, and exploi totion of the
resources of eastern Canada, the St* Lawrence became a great
artery for the trade and commerce of the undeveloped interior*
The falls and rapids of the St* Lawrence made through traffic
impossible for the large boats, and possible for the smaller
ones only by moons of arduous portages, ab early as 1779 c&ru&j
were built between Lake St. Louie and Lake St. Francis on the
p
St. Lawrence Hiver above Montreal. The Luchin© canal was be-
gun by Hroneh settlers in 1700, but it was not until 1624 that
55
it was opened to nagivation* Quebec now has conals on the
St* Lawrence, Ottawa, and Hiohell©u Hirers* Two oonals on
the Ottawa Hirer permit navigation between Montreal and Ottawa,
while the Chambly canal on the Hlchelleu Hive r connects Mon-
* J. C. Sutherland, The Province of Quebec. 1922, p. 82*
| Oscar D* Skelton, The Hallway ^illaors . 'l922> p. 16*
f Statistical Year Book, op* oit .. p» 455*4 Loo. oit.
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treal to Sow York by way of Lake Champlain. 0
The 3t. Lawrence aiver hae many advantages for river
transportation. It is large, deep, and straight. It flows In
the right direction, unlike the Maokonsie and most other
Canadian Rivero. It flows through a well populated region.
There is much present discussion regarding the proposed St.
Lawrence Waterway which would open up the Croat Lakes to ocean
traffic by opening up about a 27 foot canal. This would allow
90 percent of the ocean going ships of the Atlantic to go into
A
the Great Lakes* Mew York and Montreal would suffer from
such a waterway, as it would decrease the loading and unloading
of ships at their ports. The development of the waterway
would not only improve nagivation by deepening the shallower
channels, but also the harnessing of the rapids would give a
8
source of hydroelectric power. Tho projected waterway nay
not be feasible, however, because of the cost. Montreal is
closed to navigation from December 16 to April 21 In normal
9
years. This five month freeso-up of tho river seriously af-
fects Canadian commerce. Tho Atlantic ports of the United
States export more Canadian wheat than does Montreal, but
f £oc • pit *
§ Joseph '!$ussell Smith. Man and Hesourcen. 1937. p. 566.
7 Ibid., p. 567.
® rh'iTlp /• Henry, "The Great Lakeb-St. Lawrence Waterway, n
a gg°g* Hev .. 17:276, 1929.
* Clarence Eugene ICoeppe, The Canadian Climate
. 1931, p. 164.
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10
seven-tenths moves out during Montreal's closed season. Thaw
is, at times, agitation In Canada for tho construction of a
deep waterway that would conneot Georgian Bay with tho Ottawa
Kivor, and thence to tho St. l^awrenoe, thus shortening tho dis-
tance from the Great lakes to the ocoan. This, like tho 3t.
Lawrejice Waterway, would probably not justify the expense at
the present time.
The rivers of Quebec are used not only for ships, but also
for transporting Ixsaber. After the trees are felled in the
winter, they are hauled over the snow to a laho or river fro©
where they cun be floated down to a mill in the spring and
summer. This method of cheap transportation is possible only
because of the many rivers throughout the forested regions.
/here the current is too swift, dams are often built to regu-
late the water flow and reduce the gradient above the dam.
It is very fortunate that Quebec, which has such great forest
resources, also has cheap river transportation. A bulky pro-
duct, such as logs, requires cheap transportation. The many
advantages of river transportation can be seen by the almost
continual stream of logo that flout down rivers Ilk© th©
Gatineau during the spring and the summer. In places like th©
Gaspe^Peninsula where roads are few, the rivers are about th©
t
. Langdon /kite and George T. Kenner, Geography An Intro-
duction to Human Ecology . 1936, p. 541.
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only highways for the lumber indue try
2* Physiography and load Transportation*
The Hoad le one of the great fundamental institutions
of mankind* • • • It is the Hoad which determines the
sites of many cities and the growth and nourishment
of all* • • • It is the toad that gives its framework
to ull economic development* It le the toad whloh is
the Channel of all trade, and, what is more important,
of all ideas.
I
2
The earliest method of travel in Quebec was by river, but
as soon as settlement began, so did the road* The early farms
fronted on the rivers so as to give eaoh one a river frontage,
and then the farms extended baok at right angles to the shore*
The land was first divided into mile wide parallel strips
called ranges, and the principal roads were built on range
lines, usually on the alternate ones* The ranges, in turn,
i a
were divided into lots about one-sixth of a mile wide* Thus
one mile of road would serve about six farms*
The eassly travel was by river, but with the spread of
settlements and the increase of population, the need for roads
grew* Travel over the early roads was slow, not only because
of the method of transportation used, but also because of the
poorness of the roads* The journey from Quebec City to Mon-
11
IS
13
Frederick J* Aloock. "Elvers of Gasp©.* Qeol. So©. America
Bull *. 39:403, 1920.
iliaire Belloc, The Hoad . 1923, Introduction*
C* P. Barnes. "Economics of the Long-Lot Farm." Geog* Bev. (
25:898, 1935.
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treal by road in 1800 took three days • toads inoreused In
number and quality during the nineteenth century. 5That made
the road In general was man's deslro of communication between
iif
points, but what made the highway was the vehicle. Thus it
has been the automobile that has been responsible for the rapid
development of the highway syBtem of Quebec. The Province has
today 19,000 miles of improved roads compared to about 8,000
in 1927.*® The development and improvement of roads in Quebec
is not on easy task. Distances are great, the population
relatively small, the surface often unfavorable, the gradient
sometimes high, and the snowfall too much and too persistent.
The distances to be oovered between settlements are very
great. The two largest cities, Montreal and Quebec, are 165
miles apart, but this is only a fraction of the breadth of the
Province. The Oaspe^Peninsula has not yet been enoorapassed by
a railroad, but there is a 560 mile road around the Peninsula,
/ 17forming the Oaspe Tour, tfhieh is especially popular to tour-
ists. Highway construction is difficult here, for east of
Ste. Anne dee Monts the highlands come down to the ooast.*8
The highway, which goes near the ooast, follows terraces wher-
14
wa^wxee. 1926. p. 1.
Skelton, op. cit.
. p. 16.
Hilaire Belloo. frhe Hlglaray and its Vehlo!
Statistical Year &ookV op . c it . . pp. £M-1
3*7 statistical Year Book, 0£. cTT. » p. 384.
Prederlek J. Aloook, "Oaspe Peninsula ; its geology and min-
eral possibilities/* in lioport on mining operations for
1927, Bureau of Hines > Quebec, p. 165.
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ever possible # but where oliffo occur, It passes over hills.
Laok of settlements and topographic conditions hinder road
development in the interior.
Hoad construction within the St. Lawrenco Lowland is not
very difficult for distances are not great, the topography is
generally favorable, and road materials are plentiful. Neither
is construction very difficult within the Highland part of the
Hastem Townships. The topography of the Upland Is not so
rough that the grades are steep, though rocks often have to be
blasted to reduce the gradient. The Provincial government is
building and improving highways in the Upland, both for the
sake of opening up new regions for settlement, and also for the
sake of tourist traffic. It has not yet been financially pos-
sible to surface these roads with anything but sand and gravel.
This type of dirt road needs constant care, as a sudden thun-
dershower in the summer may wash out part of the road and ruin
much of its surface. In the great Olay Bolt the roads tend to
follow the railway lines with branch roads running off at
right angles. These roads have to be continually kept in re-
pair for otherwise they become rutted, the clay surface being
poor during the rainy periods.
Maintainanee of open roads during the long winter season
Islywn winwaloo Jones, "Marsoui Map-Area, Oaepe Peninsula,"
Annual Heport of the Quebec Bureau of Mines • 1933
- P. 7.
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18 very difficult. The winter is long, the snowfalls heavy,
and the roads are ofton narrow and lined with dwellings. Of
the 18,000 miles of improved roads, only about 700 ore kept
open in the winter. Of this, 620 miles are kept open in the
Montreal district, 154 in tho Quebec district, and 28 in that
on
of Chicoutimi. Thus thousands of miles of highway lie un-
used during tho long winter months.
3. Physiography and Hallway Transportation.
The railway has become Increasingly Important to Quebec
during the last few decades. It fulfills a function that the
roads cannot yet replace. During tho long winter season, when
the roads in many regions are Impassable because of the snow,
the train is the only convenient method of transportation.
This is especially true In the regions where the expense of
clearing the snow from the roads is too great to make it
economically possible.
In the railroad building of Canada there have been two
dominant elements, political, and commercial. The political
element centered upon the development of the land mid the
spreading of national unity. Thus railroads were built join-
ing settled areas and into sparsely populated districts . The
comae xelal element led to railroad construction in order to
20 statistical Year Book, oj>. clt .. p. 383.
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tap the rich resources of undeveloped Canada. In the vast un-
settled areas there were many possible routes for the new rail-
roads, and those chosen depended upon many conditions. In one
place a low valley offered a low gradient, in another miles of
muskegs in every direction meant groat difficulty in construc-
tion, while in a third place the railroad would bo built throu^ji
a particularly promising region as the great Clay Belt.
The first railroad in Canada was built in 1837 between
Laprairie, on the St. Lawrence, and St. Johns, 16 miles distant*
on the aichellou Hivor.2^ The railroads soon began a rapid
development. The St. Lawrence and Atlantic lailway, after many
difficulties, was built in order to secure the supremacy of
the upper St. Lawrence route by giving Montreal a winter out-
go
let at Portland, Maine. In 1905 construction was begun on
the railway from Moncton to Winnipeg*2
3
This was the beginning
of the transcontinental railway across Canada.
As the Pre-Cambrian Shield delayed development prior to
construction of the transcontinental railway, it hastened de-
velopment after construction. The northern railway across
Quebec was constructed in an attempt to open up the Clay Belt
Skelton,
a iMi.. p.Leslie ina *
p. 16.
Q|* eit., p. 37.
Bournier, Bailway Nationalisation in Canada
. 1935
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and a new traffic territory.24 It is here, howover, that the
railway meets a great expense* The trains crossing this traf-
fic desert have enormous operating costs and fixed expenses
25
with little local revenue* Northward extensions are being
planned in order to open up the farther north* Chibougaoau
may be the jumping off point for a milroad to Rupert's House,
the prospective line following the Hottaway Hiver Valley. 26
4* Physiography and Airway Transportation.
Airway transportation, facilitated by tho googmphy of
the Province, has made rapid progress during the poet few years.
Airplane transportation, because of the high costs involved,
can be used only for passenger service, and for freight of
high value* Certain geographic conditions make Quebec peculi-
arly suited for airplane transportation. The distances are
great and there is often the need for rapid long distance
transportation; much of Quebec is not covered by any other
method of transportation; and landing fields for planes in the
i
St* Lawrence Lowlands, and lakes for seaplanes in the Upland,
make landing and take-off possible in almost any area*
There are daily flights from Montreal to Hew York, Boston,
24**
tff. A. MeElntosh, "The LaurentIan Plateau in Canadian Eco-
or nomic Development," Boon * ffeog . . 2:544, 1920.
“f MoKintosh, op. cit., pp. 544-545.26 Harold S. Hatton, "Canada's Advance to Hudson Bay," Boon .
£eog
. ,
5:225, 1929.
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and Toronto. Loco frequent flights are made to many other
places, in, and beyond, tho Provinco. toberval, Chibouganau,
hake Bt. John, Senneterre, and Oekolonoo, are all oonneoted by
plane routes. In the winter long flights are made to the in*
accessible north shore of the St. Lawrence and to Labrador.
Landing field® are not difficult to construct within tho
St. Lawrence Lowland or in the Hastem Townships. In the
Laurentian Upland the many lakes are used for soaplanes in the
summer, and in the winter the enow covered surface is used for
planes equipped with skiis. almost no region is far rocioved
from a lake suitable for take-off or landing. The plane is
making most of the areas accessible. Wealthy sportsmen now
fly to remote lakes to hunt and fish, tho busy businessman may
now make a flying visit to a northorn mine, vjhile the pros-
pector gains valuable weeks by flying to and from favorable
prospecting grounds.
The airplane has proved valuable in fire fighting. The
larger companies maintain regular plane patrols during tho
more hazardous forest-fire months in the summer. These planes
can quickly detect the fires In areas remote from roads, and
can transport men to the scene. The airplane has also been
used for aerial mapping in areas where mapping by any other
method would be too expensive. The Hoyal Canadian Airforce has
mapped a great deal of the Province from the air and these pic-
tures that have been taken prove valuable in national land
'*
#
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planning*

CHAPTER IX
COHCITBIORB
Quebec is a large Province with diverse conditions through
out its area* There is need for more data and for more geo-
graphic studies. Certain conclusions can, however, bo stated
for the Province. (1) Present settlement iu largely within
the urea of Paleozoic rocks which have boon dcvmfoulted,
peneplaned, and submerged by the waters of tho Champlain tea.
(2) Climato becomes increasingly adverse northwards because
of summer cold, not because of winter cold or unfavorable
precipitation. (5) Inch of good soils ie no present barrier
to settlement. (4) Water power and waterways will assume in-
creasing importance. (5) Physiographic conditions are gen-
erally favorable to transportation, the min handicaps being
Know and distance. (6) The industry and prosperity of Quebec
are largely dependent upon the natural resources, such ae
forests, minerals, and fish. Most of tho natural resources,
if properly conserved, are inexhaustible
.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis was to study the physiography
of Quebec and the adjustment of man to this physical environ-
ment. The subject was considered important because of the few
geographic studies of the Province. The study was made by
reading pertinent literature, personal observation, and the ap-
plication of geographic principles to the problem.
In every geographic study covering a diversified area,
there must be some basis of subdivision. The basis used was
that of differences of relief, for the geographic conditions
are fairly uniform in areas with similar relief. Upon this
basis. Quebec was divided into four physiographic provinces,
the Laurent ian Upland, Hudson Bay Lowland, St. Lawrence Low-
land, and Appalachian Highlands.
The Laurentian Upland covers fourteen-fifteenths of
Quebec, but it has a population density of less than two peo-
ple per square mile. The Upland extends north of the Ottawa
Biver as far as Ottawa, along a line from Ottawa to .uebec
City, and then north of the St. Lawrence Liver# The gcoaor-
phology of the region is complex, for the rocks aro among the
oldest in the world. The plain like surface is that of a
series of facets formed by peneplanes Intersecting at low
angles, the whole area having boon warped and uplifted, and
115
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then glaciated. The Pleistocene glaciation, through erosion
and deposition, has disarranged the drainage* The river© flow
over the Upland in a series of lake like expansions, separated
by falls and rapids, the rapid descents to sea level giving a
great source of water power. The clinate of the Upland be-
comes increasingly unfavorable for human occupance with dis-
tance northwards. The winter temperatures are near or below
zero, while the summer temperatures are sixty-five degrees or
below. Frosts may be expected during any month of the year.
The precipitation is sufficient for all agricultural purpoees
;
oven though the precipitation is less in the north, it is
sufficient because of the low evaporation rate and tlie frozen
ground which usually lice only a few feet belay/ the surface.
The soils have been developed In poet glacial tine, tundra
soils in the extreme north and podzolic soils to the south.
Some of the soils are immature, being largely glueio-fluvlal
and glacio-lacustrine sands and clays. The groat Olay Belt,
in the western part of the Province, occupies the bottom of
glacial lake Ojibway. There is little agriculture in the Up-
land except for the river valleys near the St* Lawrence Low-
land and in the Clay Belt. The forests are a great resource,
and the rivers are used for transporting the logs. Minerals,
mainly gold and copper, are mined in the Pre-Cambrian rocks of
the western Upland. Water power is being developed extensively
and the hydroelectric plants produce much power. Transporta-
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tion 1b by the transcontinental railway and branch lines
,
dirt
roads in the southern part, and to a minor extent by air. The
recreational attraction of the Upland brings many tourists to
Quebec who contribute much money to the Province*
The Hudson Bay Lowland occupies the east and south coasts
of James Bay, extending about 100 miles inland from the shore-
line* The Lowland is formed by an erosion surface developed
across Pre-Cambrian and Paleosoic rooks with the surface being
covered with a veneer of glacial deposits and marine clays*
The land is flat and often marshy, especially towards the
south* The winter temperatures are made warmer, and the sum-
mer temperatures colder, by the influence of the Bay to the
west* There is little to give a means of support so the pop-
ulation is composed mainly of a few Indians and the residents
at three Hudson Bay Company Posts*
The St* Lawrence Lowland is bordered on the northwest by
the Upland which lies north of the fault line scarp from Ot-
tawa to Quebec City. The boundary on tho southwest is along
another fault line from Lake Champlain almost to Quebec City.
A narrow strip of the Lowland lies along the south shore of
the St. Lawrence Biver to near Matan© • Anticosti Island and
the Lake St. John Lowland are Included within the province;
the latter because it has had a similar geomorphicf history
Which has resulted in a similar topographic expression* The
St* Lawrence Lowland is a grabon, the rooks being of Paleossolo
I-,-
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age* The area has been peneplaned at least once, and covered
by the Champlain Sea In post glaolal (possibly Interglacial)
time with deposition of the Leda Clays and the Saxioava sands*
The Leda clays moke good soils* The Uonteregian hills, o on-
posed of volcanic rocks, rise above the Lowland. The climate
is generally favorable for agriculture, though the summers are
short and th© change from winter to summer Is very rapid,
there being almost no spring and fall* The majority of the
people of Quebec live within th© Lowland where almost all the
largo oitles of the Province are located* Agriculture and the
pulp and paper industries are very important* The St* Lawrence
Elver has long been a commercial and trade artery leading Into
the interior, and with the completion of the proposed Waterway,
It will become more important*
The Appalachian Highlands are a continuation of those in
the United States* They are composed largely of Paleosoio
rocks which have been raised into mountains several times, and
the peneplaned* The surface is plateau like for ranch of Its
area, though considerably dissected* Even the Shlckshook
Mountains are plateau like when viewed from any of the higher
summits* The serpentine belt at Thetford has the world's
greatest asbestos producing mines* The Eastern Townships are
the most populous part of the Highlands. The climate is more
suited to agriculture than most regions of Quebec • The temper-
atures (except in the Gospe^Peninstila Where summer temperatures
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are low) are higher than in the areas to the north. Fishing is
important for the people of the Gospo.
The geography of Quebec is not well known, and there is a
/
need for more physiographic research, the accumulation of more
data, and many more geographic studies.
..
«
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